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ABSTRACT 

PHILLIPS, MAKITA RACHELLE.  Effect of Alternative Insulation Materials on Quench 
Propagation in ReBa2Cu3Oδ-7 Coils. (Under the direction of Dr. John Strenkowski and Dr. 
Justin Schwartz).           

ReBa2Cu3Oδ-7 (REBCO) coils have the potential to impact a variety of magnet 

applications but due to slow normal zone propagation velocity (NZPV), quench detection and 

protection remain difficult. It is therefore important to understand how quench behavior is 

affected by various aspects of coil design, geometric considerations and material properties. 

Although past studies have explored the effects of varying the conductor properties, it is 

important to investigate the influence of insulation as well. 

In this study, the effect of insulation properties on three-dimensional (3D) quench 

propagation in REBCO-based coils is investigated. At present, superconducting magnets 

primarily use insulators that are electrically and thermally insulating; typically Kapton. Here 

the impact of electrically insulating, thermally conducting insulators on quench behavior was 

studied. In particular, the behavior of a Kapton insulated coil was compared to doped-TiO2 

and ideal Al2O3 insulated coils. A non-insulated coil was also evaluated. Using a mixed-

dimensional model the effect of various insulation materials on multiple quench parameters 

in REBCO coated conductor coils was studied. The comparison of the usage alternative 

insulation was conducted for a 20 µm and 100 µm case using three models: Concept Model 1, 

2 and 3. Concept model 1 studied the effects on 3D propagation behavior, including the 3D 

current sharing volume (CSV) and key quench parameters, including minimum quench 

energy, hotspot temperature and NZPV. Concept model 2 (CM 2) cooled a room temperature 
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coil configuration from room temperature to 50 K for a 15 min duration. The radial and hoop 

stresses were observed at the cleavage edge, middle height and along the conductor width in 

the central conductor. Concept model 3 (CM 3) determined the thermal stresses based upon 

the thermal development of CM 1 during a quench. 

Concept model 1 found that ideal Al2O3 insulation resulted in the highest MQE, 

lowest peak temperature, slowest rate of increase in hotspot temperature, fastest transverse 

NZPV and smallest CSV. These results indicated that increasing the thermal conductivity of 

coil insulation can significantly improve coil behavior. Concept model 2 found that doped-

TiO2 and ideal Al2O3 had the most desirable effect by having the most compression within 

the conductors. The compression present during cool down could lessen the effect of tension 

during operation. CM 3 showed that NI has less tensile variation between the REBCO layers 

and could be helpful so that stress is distributed evenly to reduce stress concentrations. 

Doped -TiO2 had the lower stress values for each insulation thickness. The lower stress is 

desirable to reduce the risk for delamination. 
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Chapter 1 BACKGROUND 
 

 Since its discovery, superconductivity has evolved into an important aspect of modern 

science. In 1911, Hennes Kammerlingh Onnes discovered that DC resistance in mercury 

decreased to zero as the temperature was reduced to 4.2 K.   

 

 

Figure 1.1Resistivity of Mercury vs. Temperature [1] 

 

In 1933, Walter Meissner and Robert Oschenfield demonstrated that the magnetic field in a 

superconducting material could be completely expelled when cooled to 4.2 K. The absence 

of magnetic field penetration and complete magnetic field expulsion occur because of perfect 

diamagnetism. This effect became known as the Meissner Effect. The concepts of zero 

resistance and the Meissner effect are the fundamental aspects of superconductivity. 
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Figure 1.2 Meissner Effect [2] 

 
1.1 Critical Values 
 

A superconducting material is only superconducting within a set of parameters known as 

critical values. Below the critical values, the material is superconducting where above the 

critical values it is normal. These values consist of the critical temperature (Tc), critical 

magnetic field (Hc) and critical current density (Jc). Together these critical values form the 

critical surface which is unique to each superconducting material.  

 

 

Figure 1.3 Critical Surface [3] 
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1.1.1 Critical Temperature  

Tc distinguishes between a low temperature superconductor (LTS) and a high 

temperature superconductor (HTS). Until 1986, the highest !! observed was 23 K. Beginning 

in 1986, the discovery of oxide superconductors led to a rapid increase in!!!. Many oxide 

superconductors have a Tc > 40 K. Today, LTS have a Tc lower than 23 K and HTS have a Tc 

greater than 40 K.  Within a short development span compared to LTS, the highest Tc found 

experimentally was 150 K for mercury barium calcium copper oxide (HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8). The 

timeline of Tc discovery is illustrated in figure 1.4. Many elements and materials are 

superconducting but a select few are desirable for application due to their critical 

temperature. 
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Figure 1.4 Timeline of Tc discovery [4] 

 

1.1.2 Critical Magnetic Field 

Superconductors, when exposed to sufficiently high magnetic fields return to the 

normal state. The critical magnetic field (Hc) is where the transition to the normal state 

occurs.  Type I superconductors are defined as materials that experience perfect 

diamagnetism below !!  and are typically comprised of mainly one element. Type II 

superconductors have two critical magnetic fields, a lower critical field!!!, and an upper 

critical field !!!! and often compounds comprised of multiple elements. Type II 

superconductors are in the Meissner state below Hc1. A mixed state occurs between !!!!and  
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!!!! that allows partial magnetic flux penetration. The partial magnetic flux 

penetration creates areas that are normal while other areas remain superconducting. Figure 

1.5 displays each state for type I and II superconductors.  

 

 

Figure 1.5 HC vs TC for Type I and Type II Superconductors [5] 

 

1.1.3 Critical Current 

The critical current density (Jc) refers to the amount of current a superconductor 

conducts in the superconducting state. The Jc varies for wires and tapes this value is obtained 

by dividing the critical current Ic, by the cross sectional area. For type I, Jc is mainly 

dependent upon T and H.  When the Tc decreases, Hc does as well and because Jc is 

dependent on Hc it is also dependent on Tc.  Type I superconductors tend to have a low Hc, 

which leads to a low Jc. Type II superconductors have an extremely high Hc which  
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foreshadows a high Jc. The mixed state facilitates high Jc but it can also undermine 

the Jc.  

The mixed state is made possible by the ability of magnetic flux to penetrate the 

superconductor in the form of vortices or fluxoids. As the applied magnetic field increases, 

the number of fluxoids increases. Without flux pinning, the fluxoids travel within the 

superconductor and increase the resistance. Fluxoid movement can be reduced or eliminated 

using flux pinning.  Flux pinning allows superconductors to have high Jc because the current 

is still conducted with penetration compared to type I where any presence of magnetic field 

will return it to a normal state.   Fluxoids are usually pinned by including lattice defects 

during material processing. Jc for commercial applications are typically between 107-1010 !!!. 

Flux pinning allows superconductors to have high Jc  

 
1.2 Common High Temperature Superconductors 
 

 Many types of HTS conductors have been developed since its inception. Two of the 

leading HTS in the power application field are Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxides 

(BSCCO) and Rare Earth Barium Copper Oxides (REBCO) [6]. HTS are also classified as 

first-generation (1G) or second-generation superconductors (2G).  BSCCO superconductors 

are classified as 1G and REBCO are 2G. 1G superconductors refer to the commonly used 

materials in early inception and are used for a variety of power applications. 2G 
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superconductors are based upon REBCO materials and have increased benefits with higher 

operating temperature and magnetic field and cost [86].   

 

1.2.1 Bi2Sr2Can-1CunO2n+4+x (BSCCO) 

BSCCO was discovered by H. Maeda et al. in 1988. BSCCO has various 

stoichiometries that exhibit different critical temperatures, with; Bi2212 and Bi2223 being 

the most common. Bi2212 has a critical temperature of ~80-90 K and Bi2223 has a critical 

temperature of 110 K[6] . 

 The processing of BSCCO to form wires and tapes is very involved and usually use 

the “powder in tube” method. In this approach, the powder-in-tube method, the BSCCO 

powder is input into a cylindrical silver or silver alloy billet and drawn. The filaments created 

are stacked, combined and rolled into a tape or drawn into a wire. The deformed tape or wire 

is heat treated to form the finished product [7, 8]. Bi2223 is a candidate intended power 

transmission lines, while Bi2212 is primarily used for low T, High H applications. 

 

1.2.2 YBa2Cu3O7-d  (YBCO) 

The most popular REBCO material is yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO). YBCO 

was discovered by Wu et al. in 1986. YBCO powder experiences much of the same process 

that BSCCO powder does. It is also mixed and ground with calcination steps. The powder  
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undergoes additional heat treatments to deliver desired superconducting performance 

[7]. The material properties of YBCO force it to be made into thin films. Attempts have been 

made to develop YBCO in wire form. However grain boundaries and alignments produce a 

low Jc and brittleness in all occurrences [9]. Thin films have thicknesses ranging from µm to 

nm.  

The thin films are incorporated in the superconductor tape in various processes such 

as ion-assisted-beam deposition (IBAD) and rolling-assisted-biaxially textured substrates 

(RABiTS). Before the thin film is deposited on the metal substrate in both processes, a buffer 

layer is deposited to block a reaction between the YBCO and the Ni-alloy. For IBAD 

processes, the metal substrate, usually hastelloy, is not textured and installed, the buffer layer 

is biaxially textured. Biaxial texture is important to align the grain boundaries in the YBCO 

for increased Jc. To deposit the YBCO layer in IBAD, laser ablation, electron beam 

evaporation and chemical vapor deposition are used. For the RABiTS process, the biaxially 

textured metal substrate is created using a cold-rolling process. The buffer and YBCO layers 

are then epitaxially grown on the substrate and take on the biaxial texture of the substrate [7]. 

The various processes affect the conducting properties of the tape.  After the YBCO layer is 

deposited, an additional metal known as a stabilizer is deposited on top. The purpose of a 

stabilizer will be discussed further in this chapter. While this describes the basic 

configuration, throughout the years, various additions have been used to improve the stability 

and performance of the superconductor.  
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1.3 Cooling Methods 

In 1908, the development of liquefied helium provided the opportunity for the  

discovery of superconductors. Today, superconducting materials are cooled using various  

methods. The cryogenic region ranges typically from 4.2 K to 120 K [10].  The main 

techniques involve immersion or conduction-cooling. Immersion cooling submerges the 

superconductor in super cooled liquids known as cryogens. The main cryogens used are 

liquid helium and liquid nitrogen. Liquid helium (LHe) is used for operating temperatures of 

4.2 K and Liquid nitrogen (LN2) is used for operating temperatures of 77 K. The conduction-

cooled technique uses a device called a cryocooler. A cryocooler contains a cold head where 

the superconducting configuration is attached and then vacuum pumped down before 

operation. Optimal cooling methods vary upon desired application. 

 

1.4 Quench 

 Superconductors are formed as a composite to increase structural integrity. 

Composites can be formed in a wire or tape format. The conductor this work is based on is 

comprised of a stabilizer, which provides structural support and a substrate upon where the 

superconductor is placed. When conductors exceed the critical values and fail to recover they 

become unstable. This instability is a phenomenon known as quench can develop. Stability 

can be affected by a quench during operation. Quench is initiated when a disturbance in the  
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conductor causes a rise in resistance in a small area, forcing this area normal. Then, joule 

heating, if sufficient, leads to a rise in temperature of this area.  If the conductor continues 

operation and the hotspot continues to grow, thermal runaway can develop. Thermal runaway 

occurs when the temperature of a normal zone continues to grow. The high temperatures can 

degrade a conductor if the temperature reaches values that are beyond the safe operating 

limits.   

 

Figure 1.6 Damaged REBCO Conductor Tape 
 

Mechanical and heat disturbances are the main factors that lead to quenching [10]. 

Mechanical disturbance can be attributed to winding deformation caused by an 

electromagnetic force know as Lorentz force. Also, thermal expansion mismatch of the 

materials used for coils can lead to cracking during operation. Heat disturbance can be  
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attributed to flux jumps, AC loss due to current redistribution and heat leakage from 

current leads and heat conduction from measurement probes. More details on stability and 

quench are provided in chapter 2.  

 
!

1.5 Applications 

1.5.1 Power Grid Components 

Superconductors have many uses at various stages in the power grid. As fault current 

limiters (FCL), they are used to limit the amount of current introduced to a power grid during 

a fault condition to reduce the peak current.  Fault currents occur when a large amount 

current is forced in to a system. These faults can cause grid damage depending upon the 

severity. Superconductors are introduced into the circuit in various manners due to their 

ability to bypass large amounts of current.  Superconductors are also used as a means of 

power transmission.  Compared to their copper counterparts, superconductor wires are 

smaller and can conduct at least 150 times the electricity of similarly sized copper wires and 

tapes [11]. Superconducting wires have been used in various projects in Carrolton, Georgia, 

Albany, New York, Columbus, Ohio, New York City and Long Island, New York. While the 

wires are no longer in operation in certain areas, they had successful runs and were 

deactivated for further study [12]. According to Heger, superconductors have not replaced 

copper conductors because of their cost and using a wire that is coated by copper instead of 

silver lowers the cost by 80%. Though superconductors have come a long way, they have a  
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considerable amount to go before they completely replace copper wires as the standard. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Comparison of Copper and Superconducting Wire [5] 

 

 

 Global energy demands continue to increase the importance of energy storage 

technology. Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is mainly used in electric 

storage but can be used for other systems. Power grid systems can use it for load leveling, 

ensuring power quality and increasing system stability. A SMES system typically consists of 

a superconducting magnet, switch and an AC/DC inverter/converter. High magnetic field 

strength enables high energy storage. This increases the desire to develop compact magnets 

with high field strength. 
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1.5.2 Magnet Technology 

Superconducting magnets (SM) serve in many capacities within the energy, medical, 

transportation and other sectors. Their flexibility has made their adoption in various areas 

attractive.  

Within energy research, SM have allowed researchers to explore previously 

unattainable areas. High energy physicists utilize magnets to direct and confine particle 

beams in accelerators. The introduction of SM presented the possibility to obtain higher 

energy.  The most famous accelerator is known as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 

CERN.  The LHC was developed to “generate conditions that existed approximately 20 

billionths of a second after the Big Bang” [13] . Fusion reactors are also expanding with the 

introduction of superconducting magnets. Reactors use magnets to contain the plasma where 

the energy is generated for power generation. Many types of fusion reactors exist but 

currently the community focus is on the International Thermal Energy Reactor (ITER). ITER 

is a fusion reactor designed and under construction using international collaboration. Upon 

completion it will be the largest in the world. It uses a combination of toroidal, poloidal and 

solenoid magnets. Assembly is set to begin 2015 and first plasma is set for 2020.  

 Medical technology has adopted superconductivity to assist in 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MEG involves 

brain mapping by recording the magnetic field produced by electric signals in the brain while 

certain stimuli is viewed by the patient. The magnetic field is recorded using a sensitive  
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magnetometer known as a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). MRI uses 

magnetic fields and radiofrequencies to develop images of the body. Once a SM is charged, it 

will continue to circulate current and produce a magnetic field. This operation is known as 

persistent mode. Persistent mode is a main reason that SM are used in the majority of MRI 

systems.  

 The transportation sector also has developed several uses for SM technology. 

Magnetic levitation vehicles (MAGLEVs) incorporate the magnetic properties to propel a 

vehicle along a track. They are used in public transit in Germany and Japan. Germany uses 

the electromagnetic system (EMS) where the attractive forces between magnets makes the 

train float away from the track. Japan uses the electro dynamic system where repulsive forces 

pushed the train to float above the track. In addition to public transportation, SM has been 

developed for motors and generators. Traditional motors use copper windings. However, 

superconductors can be used to replace these windings creating a more compact, quieter and 

cheaper alternative. These motors are typically used for large-scale application on ships and 

within factories [14] . The generators are desired for wind turbines.  

1.6 Purpose of Study 

Superconductivity continues to permeate a variety of fields by creating new 

applications and expanding previous discoveries.  This drives the need for increased stability 

while accounting for rising costs. The usage of HTS results in lower cooling cost but has yet 

to emerge as a dominant technology due to stability issues. The criteria for stability can be  
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application dependent but the concern here lies with quench development in magnets. 

Magnetic applications explained above utilize coil configurations. A typical coil 

configuration consists of winding a conductor (superconductor with additional layers) and an 

insulation material. Typically insulation materials are dielectric and thermally insulating. The 

dielectric component prevents current sharing between wound layers. In this study, usage of  

thermally-conducting, dielectric insulation materials is investigated to understand their effect 

on quench development in REBCO coils. In Chapter 2, previous research is explained. 

Chapter 3 will explain the design and simulation followed by chapter 4 where the results and 

analysis are discussed. Finally, Chapter 5 will summarize the findings and explain future 

areas of research 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Superconductors are characterized by their electrical, thermal, structural and magnetic 

response during operation. In this study, the magnetic effects are excluded and the focus is 

placed upon the electrical, thermal and structural correlations to quench behavior.  Various 

coil models were developed to simulate conductor behavior during quench initiation and 

propagation. The evaluation of quench initiation and propagation is a determinant in 

appropriate quench detection and protection methods. In addition to evaluating quench 

response, it is important to investigate the mechanical behavior. When operating a 

superconducting coil, three major mechanical response events occur: cool down, Lorentz 

forces, quench. These events can affect the stability of the superconducting coil. Lorentz 

forces are attributed from magnetic forces and will not be investigated in this study due to the 

exclusion of the magnetic effects and because they do not directly impact quench behavior. 

Here the effect of insulation selection on quench behavior is evaluated using common 

parameters. The models are designed and simulated in a computational format to allow 

customization. The optimization of model design and simulation design was determined from 

gaining a complete understanding of quench, mechanical behavior, insulation material and 

techniques and modeling concept. 
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2.1 Quench 

2.1.1 Quench Initiation and Propagation 

Quench can arise when an area of the conductor is disturbed. Some disturbances can include 

large heat input, rapid charging/discharging, material defects or delamination [15, 16] . 

Thermal stability within a coil is defined by its ability to recover to the superconducting state 

if disturbed. The stability quantified as the minimum quench energy (MQE), the minimum 

amount of input energy necessary to induce quench. The MQE can be defined using equation 

(1) 

!"# ≅ !"# ! ! !!"
!!

!!"
!!!! (1) 

 

 

where !!   is the critical temperature, !!"  is the operating temperature, ! !  is the 

temperature dependent specific heat and !"# is the minimum propagation zone[17] .   The 

!"# is the smallest area size that can initiate a quench in a conductor or configuration.  The 

MPZ can be approximated using equation (2) 

!"# ≅ ! 2!(!! − !!")!!!!
!/!

 
(2) 

 

 

where ! is the thermal conductivity,!! is the density and !! is the critical current density. The 

normal zone propagation velocity (NZPV) quantifies the quench propagation [16] . A voltage  
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for determining the NZPV is the voltage criterion. The NZPV can be calculated as 

!"#$ = !! − !!
∆!  (3) 

 

 

where !!is the first location where the voltage observed is equal to the voltage criterion,!!! is 

the second; ∆! is the time that elapsed between the voltage being observed at !!and !! . LTS 

conductors have NZPV on the order of 10 mm/s that making quench easy to detect. 

However, the NZPV in HTS is a few orders of magnitude lower, hindering detection and 

contributed to coil failure. The NZPV in HTS is slow due to quench propagation mainly 

occurring longitudinally (along the conductor). An increase in transverse (turn-to-turn) 

propagation can increase overall propagation. Conductor architecture can have an influence 

on the overall NPZV [18-20]. The typical structure includes a substrate, stabilizer, 

superconductor and interlayers. Figure 2.1 below shows a diagram of a 2G HTS conductor 

made by SuperPower Inc.. Increasing the interlayer resistance or varying layer thickness can 

increase the NZPV longitudinally and/or transversely but also decrease stability. Faster 

NZPV aids in detection and possibly decreasing the normal zone temperature but it reduces 

the probability of recovering the superconducting state. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a SuperPower Inc. 2G HTS REBCO Coated Conductor [21] 

 

 

Primarily, conductors are utilized at long lengths and in a coil format. Therefore, it is 

important to understand quench propagation within REBCO coils to improve their stability 

and performance.  Many studies have been conducted to increase the understanding of 

quench propagation in REBCO coated conductors and insulated conductor configurations 

[18-20, 22-54]. To develop better protection methods it is imperative that the effects of coil 

configurations on quench behavior is understood. 

 

2.1.2 Quench Detection and Protection 

Quench detection methods include voltage taps, thermocouples and the non-uniform 

current method. Voltage taps are placed at uniform locations along the conductor. During  
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normal operation the voltage is zero. When a disturbance occurs, a voltage rise is 

observed. A threshold voltage is set based upon the conductor type and application. When 

this voltage is reached, it is determined that quench is occurring and a protection method 

should be enacted. Thermocouples are used to monitor temperature rises. LTS are less stable 

because their MQE is lower and quench propagates faster making it easier to detect a quench. 

Developments are continually being made to compete with LTS. For coils, typical detection 

arrangements utilize voltage taps or thermocouples. A novel method monitors the current in 

each coil layer. During normal operation the current in each layer remains uniform. When a 

quench is occurring, the layer where it developed will have a lower current.  A non-uniform 

current indicates a quench [49]. 

Quench protection is important to reduce probability of superconductor destruction. 

For applications that use superconductors for energy storage, if a quench is not mitigated the 

release of the large amount of energy could have detrimental effects. The main protection 

methods are passive or active. Passive methods are typically incorporated into the initial 

application and require no monitoring. Self-protection assumes the conductor will recover 

without additional assistance. This requires more consideration during the conductor or coil 

design phase. Recovery can occur by altering the architecture or changing materials. Shunt 

resistors are another form of passive protection. The resistors are connected to the conductor 

in parallel. In superconducting operation, the current flows through the conductor, bypassing 

the resistor. In normal operation, the current flows through the resistor around the normal 

zone. This diversion allows the superconductor to bypass and recover by eliminating the  
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joule heating. Active methods require activation from a monitor. Dump resistors are 

similar to shunt resistors but they are connected in series. Once quench is detected, the switch 

on the circuit is opened and the energy is “dumped” to the resistor.  Heaters are also used as 

an active protection method. Heaters are placed at various locations on the coil. When a 

quench is detected, the current is shut off and the heaters are activated, increasing the 

temperature of the entire coil. This reduces the focus of a single hot spot. Quench protection 

methods are continually evaluated and updated to reflect application demands. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Quench protection Methods (a) Shunt Resistor Circuit (b) Dump Resistor 
Circuit (c) Heater Placement 

 
 

2.2 Mechanical Behavior 

The mechanical behavior of a coil is an important component when investigating 

quench behavior. Stability is not only affected by quench but also the mechanical behavior 

that can initiate or contribute to quenching through its manifestation. When conductors  
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become coils, stresses result from winding, cool down and quenching. Tension is 

used during coil winding and adds stress to the conductor. This stress is increased during cool 

down due to thermal stresses. Thermal stress can occur due to coil cool down and quenching. 

Thermal stresses occur due to the thermal expansion of the different coil constituents, such as 

the conductor, insulation and epoxy, that results in compressive and tensile stresses [55]. 

Coils can be built using a single conductor or multiple conductors connected using lap joints. 

The effect of stress increases for lap joints compared to the conductor. Coils with lap joints 

can handle axial loading up to 100 MPa [56]. The nature of coil development and operation 

deem a thorough investigation of the mechanical behavior and how it affects desired 

outcomes. 

Stress is expected during a coil life cycle but when threshold values are exceeded issues 

arise.  Excessive stress can lead to a reduction in critical current (Ic) [57-63].  Ic degradation 

occurs when the Ic is less than 95% of the original Ic [62].  Some REBCO conductors have 

strong mechanical properties in the longitudinal directions. SuperPower has observed an 

irreversible stress-strain limit of ~0.6% before Ic degradation. Ic degradation can be caused by 

stresses, which can lead to crack formation and/or delamination [55, 58, 59, 62-64]. The 

crack size and delamination can significantly influence the Ic [59, 60, 63].  Cracks and 

delamination can develop due to a combination of multiple stresses. Cracks develop in the 

REBCO layer and delamination tends to occur at the buffer layer and substrate interface [55, 

56]. Delamination occurs when the axial stress exceeds the bonding strength of the 

conductor. This bonding strength is referred to as the cleavage/peel strength and is reduced  
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when conductors are slit [55, 61]. Cracks and delamination can develop due to stresses 

during winding and thermal stresses. Tension during winding should be managed to avoid 

crack development.  Coils are usually epoxy impregnated to improve mechanical strength 

[65]. However, it increases coil radial stress during curing and cool down [55]. SuperPower 

has identified four key technologies that should be adopted to reduce radial stress for epoxy-

impregnated coils [58]. 

• A thin former release layer removes the mechanical bond between the coil and the 

coil former 

• Partial epoxy impregnation and determination of the proper winding tension 

• Alternative insulations such as metal strips to increase the mechanical strength of the 

conductor 

• Insulation can reduce radial tensile stress by providing a weak bond between the 

insulation and conductor 

Thus it important to understand the mechanical contribution of the proposed insulation 

materials in addition to their effect on quench propagation. 

 

2.3 Insulation Techniques 

Coil properties, specifically insulation material, have a major impact on quench 

behavior. The main properties investigated regarding insulation concepts affect the electrical 

or thermal behavior of the coil. These properties tend to include the electrical conductivity, 
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thermal conductivity and/or thickness of the insulation layers. These properties helped spawn 

the incorporation of non-traditional materials, coatings and inserts [33-35, 66-69]. 

High thermal conductivity for insulation materials is one of the main proposals to 

increase the NZPV for HTS. Traditionally, the insulation between conductors is a dielectric 

to prevent current sharing between neighboring turns, but they also tend to have low thermal 

conductivity. However, insulation materials with low thermal conductivity can decrease 

stability because of the ease to initiate a normal zone [87]. Various considerations for the 

thermal conductivity of insulation materials has been suggested to increase coil stability The 

typical insulation, Kapton, can be replaced with diamond, sapphire (Al2O3 ) or ZnO to 

increase NZPV [70]. Insulations with higher thermal conductivities have been proven to 

increase the transverse propagation velocity compared to using traditional materials [47].  

Though diamond and ZnO have higher thermal conductivities, they were excluded from this 

study. Diamond and ZnO have the ability to switch from being a dielectric to an electrically 

conductor. Diamond decreases in thermal conductivity with increasing thickness. It also has a 

significant drop of thermal conductivity at 77 K. A preliminary mixed dimensional model 

was developed to incorporate a thermally-conducting insulation. This insulation increased the 

transverse propagation in YBCO coils [67].The results prompted another study that 

developed and experimentally evaluated BSSCO and YBCO coils using a thermally 

conducting insulation [33] . It was determined that by adjusting the insulation properties 

within REBCO superconducting magnets, an improved quench detection environment 

resulted [70]. The incorporation of a thermally conducting, dielectric insulation material 
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seemed promising based upon previous results. The results prompted the investigation of 

additional parameters associated with quench to assist in protection and detection. 

An important aspect of coil design is the engineering current density (Je), the amount 

of transport current per conductor cross-sectional area. It is important to have a high ratio of 

superconductor to supporting materials to increase the magnet packing factor and thus self-

field. This translates to smaller and more powerful magnets. Thinner insulation increases 

thermal diffusion and also increases the Je. Thin insulation (~4 µm) can increase transverse 

propagation and increase the overall current density [69]. “Good thermal response” was 

found using a UV-cured epoxy insulation system to coat the conductors or steel co-winding 

tapes using a sol-gel process [66]. 

Insulation concepts have been expanded to consider electrical and thermal behavior.  

In addition to reducing radial stress, copper inserts have been used to reduce heating and 

temperature increase in the normal zone by providing a current bypass. Using a copper insert, 

a higher MQE was observed for the conductor with the stainless steel substrate than the 

conductor with the copper substrate [35].  Non-insulated (NI) coils are increasing in 

popularity due to high thermal conductivity and current sharing that reduces peak 

temperatures and increases transverse normal zone propagation [10, 34, 35, 71]. For DC 

applications, this approach may be desirable, but for AC applications more investigation is 

necessary. AC applications are classified by their AC losses and charging and discharging 

capabilities. AC losses are reduced in comparison to insulated coils [72] . Charging and 
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discharging of NI coils displayed time delays, which could be an issue for fast ramping DC 

applications like energy storage and fault current limiters [71, 73]. 

 
 
2.4 Superconductor Modeling and Simulation 

2.4.1 Analytical Modeling 

Conductor models use a variety of methods to explain their behavior. Models using 

analytical methods are prevalent and are used in tandem with experimental efforts. The 

Universal Scaling Theory, an analytical method, was used where scaling parameters can be 

developed for material properties and cooling parameters [74]. This model was verified 

experimentally but showed numerical deviation in the threshold thermal current. It showed 

that when the conductor size is increased, the threshold thermal current could become less 

than the reported critical current. Analytical models have been used to comprehend and 

explain anomalies in experimental results [38]. Using a 2D current density relationship with 

the potential difference 

!! = −!! − !!!!
 (4) 

 

 

and assuming an ohmic relationship between the superconductor and the substrate, the  2D 

Helmholtz equation is developed 

 (5) ΔVn −κn
2 (Vn − Vs ) = 0
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(6) 

 

 

where !! is the current density between the superconductor and and n = 1(copper stabilizer) 

or 2 (metal substrate), !! is the resistance between the superconductor and stabilizer or 

substrate,  κ is the inverse of λ, λ is the current sharing length and d is the layer thickness. 

The Helmholtz equation (5) shows the relationship between potential difference and current 

sharing length in the stabilizer and substrate (6). Due to material properties the current 

sharing lengths in the stabilizer and substrate are not equal, resulting in varied current sharing 

lengths in the superconductor. The superconductor experiences a current sharing length 

dependent on the boundary sharing between stabilizer or substrate [38]. 

 
 

(7) 

 

 

 

This relationship helped explain the electric field distribution, observed experimentally, in 

the substrate to the current sharing length.  For copper stabilized YBCO conductors, a circuit 
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model was used to determine the hot spot temperature during a quench.  Using the 

determined temperature, the amount of copper to decrease the TH max below a threshold value 

was determined with a known initial critical current, Ic0 and the energy dump constant, τ 

[75]. Breschi et al. theorized the non-equipotential behavior of the conductor during a 

quench. The non-equipotential behavior affects the NZPV and quench detection. The 

understanding that layer architecture affects this behavior lends to more understanding of the 

importance that contact resistance presents for faster detection [25]. 

 

2.4.2 Finite Element Modeling (FEM) 

Further models focus on quench development using analytical and FEM methods, 

where some FEM models are the primary tools unlike before. A study on using ANSYS1 as a 

“proof of principle” tool, in which the authors suggested its potential as a tool for studying 

NZP and aiding in detection development, may have sparked this transition [26]. A 1D model 

was developed to model quench induced by a heater. The MQE and NZPV were parameters 

of interest and gave results similar to measured values. Though temperature development 

wasn’t a priority for this model, it justified the usage of 1D for electrical behavior [22]. 

Earlier models used the full thickness of each layer, conductor homogeneity or reduction in 

element order to investigate quench development [26, 35]. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1"Commercially"available"FEM"software"
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A mixed-dimensional model used a 3D-2D Ag-Bi2223 coil to represent the thermal behavior 

as 3D and the electromagnetic as 2D. The temperature distribution in the resulting model 

demonstrated the need for a 3D modeling because of its circular geometry and heat 

placement [27]. 

An approach using FEM software COMSOL Multiphysics2  was developed and 

quenching was simulated in a large racetrack coil. This served as an initial test of COMSOL 

as a tool capable of handling quench development and analysis [40]. With further 

development, it was also used to determine the influence of contact resistances on quench 

propagation [28].  The usage of mixed-dimensional FEM was developed to investigate the 

influence of interlayer contact resistances. A mixed-dimensional model was developed to 

address the high-aspect ratio for the YBCO, buffer and silver layers [6].  The model 

maintained the accuracy of a full thickness model with a reduced computation expense. This 

model was used with varying electrical contact resistance for the silver and buffer layers. It 

was determined that a larger contact resistance results in a longer current sharing length and 

that an increased NZPV does not necessarily relate to a lower peak temperature. The 

developments in the previous studies led to the investigation of the effect of conductor 

architecture on these matters. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2"Commercially"available"FEM"software"produced"by"COMSOL"AB"
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Chapter 3 METHODOLOGY 
 

In this chapter the various methods are developed for each concept model and 

explained including the corresponding geometry. The governing equations are expressed as is 

the implementation in COMSOL Multiphysics. The development for each concept model is 

outlined using COMSOL terminology. 

 
3.1 Overview 

Quench propagation is affected by a litany of inherent design, fabrication and 

assembly factors. Therefore, it is important to investigate the influence of insulation on 

specific areas of concern.  Concept models are developed to understand the effects of 

alternative insulation methods on three areas that determine the stability of coil 

configurations: quench propagation and thermal stress.  

• Concept Model 1 (CM1) - Quench Propagation Model 

• Concept Model 2 (CM2) - Thermal Stress (Cool Down) 

• Concept Model 3 (CM3) - Thermal Stress (Dynamic Quench) 

  CM1 simulates the connection between the electrical and thermal behavior of a coil. 

The thermal stress models (CM2 and CM3) combine the thermal and structural behavior of a 

coil for different scenarios. CM2 includes the conduction cooling of a coil. CM3 determines 

the thermal stresses caused by dynamic quenching in CM1. Each model provides a snapshot  
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of the effects of alternative insulation materials on important aspects of coil 

operation. The insulation materials investigated include Kapton, doped-TiO2  [33] and ideal 

Al2O3. It is important to capture the responses using the appropriate modeling techniques. 

Improper physics assignments, mesh development, etc., affect the accuracy. All models are 

developed using COMSOL Multiphysics, a commercial FEM software chosen because it 

allows the coupling of the necessary physics to develop the models described above.  

3.1.1 Geometry 
 

Geometric configurations are important for determining the correct response in 

comparison to actual operation or experimental data. Two model-specific geometries are 

used for simulation. CM 1 and 3 simplify the modeling process by incorporating a straight 

hybrid coil representing a section of a pancake coil. CM3 uses a pancake coil “wound” on a 

former that sits on top of a Cu cooling plate used in cryocooler. COMSOL has four levels of 

geometric elements in the 3D space: subdomain, boundary, edge and point.  

3.1.1.1 Straight Hybrid Coil Model 

The straight hybrid coil model combines homogenous and multilayer sections. A 

straightened coil is a good approximation of a pancake coil with respect to the electrical and 

thermal behavior during a quench. The multilayer section is embedded in the homogenous 

sections. The embedded multilayer tape section consists of five layers of micrometer-scale 

coated conductor (CC) tape models, each being inserted between a top and bottom insulation 

layer. The CC uses a detailed conductor where each component of a conductor is represented  
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in the model. The high-aspect ratio of conductors increases the difficulty of FEM with 

respect to meshing of thin layers. Thin layers can be difficult to mesh because the small 

element size can be difficult to converge resulting in inaccurate, time-consuming simulations. 

The mixed-dimensional approach is utilized to mitigate this issue while also reducing 

computational time and maintaining reducing accuracy. This method is adopted from [14] 

and serves as the building block for these models. In the tape model, the Cu stabilizer, 

Hastelloy substrate and solder are modeled as 3D layers while the thin film REBCO layer is 

modeled as a 2D layer. The thin silver and buffer layers are modeled as thermally and 

electrically contact layers with fixed contact resistances. The conductor referenced in this 

study is the Superpower SCS3050.  A schematic is currently unavailable for SCS3050 but the 

schematic in fig. 2.1 of SCS4050 is similar and differences are referenced in [21] . 

The coarse scale homogeneous section is designed to represent the rest of the turns 

within the coil and is used as a thermal mass to mimic cooling behavior. The homogeneous 

section enclosed the multilayer tape model except at the symmetric end. The symmetrical 

thermal and electrical behavior allowed model reduction by developing a symmetrical 

quarter of the coil (half of the coil length and tape width). A heat pulse is generated by a 

symmetrical-half heater located at the symmetric end of the center CC tape (conductor 3) to 

initiate a quench within the model. The heater is incorporated into the top Cu layer of the 

central conductor. The conductor geometry and coil configuration details are displayed in 

Fig. 3.2.  The schematic of the coil configuration in Fig. 3.2b provides an overall concept 

view and the locations of the temperature and voltage taps. Table 1 provides various model  
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dimensions and parameters. Insulation thickness for a typical CC ranges from ~4 µm 

to 160 µm. The CMs implemented insulation of thicknesses of 20 µm, 100 µm, and a non-

insulated (NI) coil. Since a NI coil can be viewed as a coil with very thin insulation it is 

compared to the coils with thinner insulations, in this case 20 µm. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Y-Z cross section of the surround stabilizer REBCO coated conductor 
tape with insulation added. (b) Turn-to-turn configuration schematic of a straight 

hybrid coil. Conductor 3 is sandwiched between four conductors and the homogeneous 
sections. Qh represents the heater. V and T represent the locations of the voltage and 

temperature taps used in the simulations. The subscript for each tap displays the 
conductor number and its x-axis location (in centimeters). The left boundary represents 

the center of a full-length tape i.e. axis of symmetry.  Cooling is applied to the top, 
bottom and right boundaries of the homogeneous section with heat transfer coefficients 

hb and he ,defined in table III . 
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Table I Straight Hybrid Coil Model Dimensions 

Dimension Value 

Half Length 50 mm 

Half width 2.0 mm 

REBCO thickness 1.4 µm 

Buffer Layer thickness 0.5 µm 

Substrate Thickness 80 µm 

Top Cu layer 50 µm 

Bottom Cu layer 50 µm 

Side Solder Layer 80 µm 

Heater Half Length 7.0 mm 

  

 

3.1.1.2 Pancake Coil Model 

 The pancake coil model is developed to understand the structural behavior during a 

cool down (CM2). This model consists of 10 CCs separated by 11 insulation layers. The 

pancake coil is wound on a G-10 former, a common former material. The coil and former are 

placed on a Cu plate used in a cryocooler. In contrast to the detail of the straight coil model, 

the conductor is treated as a laminate and effective material properties are calculated. The 

important aspects here investigate the structural relationship between the insulation and the 

CC layers, removing the need to investigate the individual layers of the CC. Symmetrical 
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behavior reduced the modeling requirements to half of the pancake coil. Fig. 3.2 displays the 

pancake coil geometry and table II shows the model dimensions. 
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Figure 3.2 Pancake Coil Geometry.  This is a half view of cut along the Y-Z plane. The Cu plate is the bottom cylinder, the 
coil (conductor/insulation) is the outer portion on top of the Cu plate, and the G-10 former is the inner solid portion. The 

Coil details are listed in the callout, where # is used to represent the insulation and conductors 4-9.   
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Table II Pancake Coil Model Dimensions 

Dimension Value 

Former- Inner Radius  

Former- Outer Radius 14.0 mm 

Coil Inner Diameter 17.0 mm 

Coil Outer Diameter 17.0mm 

Conductor Thickness 20.1 mm 

Insulation Thickness 100 µm 

Former/Coil Width 200 µm 

Cu Plate Inner Diameter 4.00 mm 

Cu Plate Outer Diameter 14.0 mm 

 
 

3.2 Governing Equations 

The governing equations used for the entire study incorporate electrical, thermal and 

structural theory. The basics for CM 1and 3 use the electrical and thermal theory. Derivations 

include additional physics to correspond with model designation. CM 3 uses thermal and 

structural theory.  The governing equations in subsequent sections are displayed according to 

their incorporation in COMSOL.  
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Figure 3.3 Diagram of Theory Incorporation 

 

 

 

3.2.1 Straight Hybrid Coil Model 

 The hybrid modeling approach requires appropriate equations to capture the mixed-

dimensional structure and relationships. The referenced physics are assigned according to fig. 

3.4 to create CM 1 and 3.  

3.2.1.1 Electric Currents and Heat Transfer Physics 

Superconductor operation is based upon the electrical and thermal relationship. 

Quench initiation within a conductor requires the inclusion of these physics in the model. 

These models compare the quench behavior under a DC transport current in the absence of 

an applied field or self-field. Hence, according to [4], Maxwell equations for the electrical  
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component of the conductor model become  

∇ ⋅ −σ! T ∇V = 0 for Ωα          (1) 

! = σ! T ! for Ωα          (2) 

! = −∇V for Ωα          (3) 

 

where V is the electric potential, T!is the absolute temperature, ! is the current density, σ! is 

the electrical conductivity, ! is the electric field, and Ωα is the computation subdomain. Here 

α represents copper, nickel or REBCO. The thermal equation for the 3-D domains is 

ρ! T C! T
∂T
∂t + ∇ ⋅ −k! T ∇T = ! ⋅ ! ≡ Q(T) for Ωα   (4) 

where ρ! (kg/m3) is the density, C! (J/kg-K) is the specific heat, k! (W/m-K) is the thermal 

conductivity. Here, Q (T), on the right side of the equation is the joule heating, which is 

generated by current sharing during a quench.  

The high-aspect ratio of the REBCO layer allows the usage of 2-D physics. The thermal 

equation for the 2-D layer is approximated tangentially as  
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d!!ρ! T C! T
∂T
∂t − d!∇! ⋅ k! T ∇!T = 

d!!Q! +
k!
d!

T!"! − T! + k!d!
T!"! − T!  

 

for Ωα  (5) 

 

and the electric physics is also approximated as  

d!∇! ⋅ σ! T ∇!V = σ!
d!

V!"! − V! + σ!d!
V!"! − V! !!! in!Ω!(6) 

 whereT = (1 d!) T!dz!!
! !, V = 1 d! V!dz!!

! ! ,∇!!is the 2-D tangential operator. The 

subscripts y, S and b represent the YBCO, silver and buffer layers, respectively, and!d!, d! 

and d! are the thicknesses of the YBCO, silver and buffer layers, respectively. The electrical 

conductivity, σ! , for REBCO is derived from the !− ! power law as 

σ! !,T = J!(T)
!

!!!
!

Ec
!
!

 
 

(7) 

 

where  !! = 10-4 V/m is critical electric field criterion and n is the !− ! power law index. 

The temperature dependent critical current density is 

J! T = J!" !!!!
!!!!!

!

0
′ 

(8) 

 

 

if!T < T!!!

if!T ≥!!T!!

!
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Here, J!" is the critical current density at the operating temperature, T! , T! is the critical 

temperature β and is the power index for the !− ! relation. Further implementation details of 

the CC tape and hybrid coil models can be found in previous work [76].  

 
 

3.2.1.2 Solid Mechanics Physics 

The solid mechanics physics is used to examine the effect of alternative insulation 

materials on thermal stress within the coil configuration. The SM physics treats the model as 

a quasi-static linear elastic model. In COMSOL, the Duhamel-Hooke law is used to relate the 

stress tensor to the strain tensor and temperature.  

0 0: ( * )s s C ε ε α= + − − Θ  (9) 

 

where s is the strain tensor, C is the 4th order elasticity tensor, “:” is the scalar product, α  is 

the thermal expansion tensor, Θ = T-Tref, 0s and 0ε  are the initial stress and strain, 

respectively. The strain tensor is the total strain tensor  

1 ( )
2

Tε = ∇ +∇u u  
(10) 

 

where ∇u  is the Lagrangian displacement with respect to material coordinates. The 

symmetry allows the strain, stress and thermal expansion tensors to be written as  
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respectively.  This also allows the elastic tensor to be represented as  

1111 1122 1133 1112 1123 1113
11 12 13 14 15 16
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where C is the elasticity matrix. For an isotropic material, the elasticity tensor becomes 

1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
1 20 0 0 0 0
2(1 )(1 2 )

1 20 0 0 0 0
2
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2

ED
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' (

                               (11) 

 where E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio. The dependent variable u is determined 

using the principle of virtual work, 0Wδ = where W is 

0 0
1 ( ) : : ( )
2sW Cε ε α ε ε α= − − Θ − − Θ  

(12) 
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3.2.2 Pancake Coil Model 

The pancake coil model uses the thermal stress physics. COMSOL designed this 

physics to combine the heat transfer and solid mechanics physics. Equations 4 and 12 are the 

governing equations. The coefficient of thermal expansion is what couples the two equations. 

The two dependent variables are T and u, where T is used as input to determine u. 3.3!Model!

Development 

In these sections, each concept model is explained. The main sections include general 

model definitions, subdomain and boundary setting, mesh development, solver settings and 

post-processing. However, due to the commonality of some model areas, some sections are 

absent but mentioned.   

 

3.3.1 Concept Model 1: Quench Propagation 
 

Multiphysics Designations: Electric Currents and Heat Transfer physics (refer to section 
3.2.1.1) 

3.3.1.1 General Model Definitions 

In COMSOL, a user can define global definitions to be recalled throughout the 

model. The first section defines certain model parameters that are used to build the geometry, 

assign material properties, and provide heater and current inputs. Geometric model 

parameters can be seen in table I. The parameters in table III account for material properties 

and conductor criteria.  
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Table III Model Parameters for Concept Model 1 

Parameter Value 

n-value 21 

β 1 

Critical Temperature 92 K 

Heat Transfer Coefficient at top and bottom, 
h

b
 

5 W/m
2
-K 

Heat Transfer Coefficient at right end, h
e
 100 W/m

2
-K 

Silver layer electrical conductivity 10
8
 S/m 

Silver layer thermal Conductivity 500 W/m-K 

Buffer layer electrical conductivity 10
-1

 S/m 

Buffer layer thermal conductivity 0.1 W/m-K 

 

Analytical functions are defined using symbolic expressions that do not require explicit 

input, allowing flexibility when changing variables. This function is used to create the 

current and heater inputs. The analytic functions use a smoothed Heaviside step function. 

The expressions for the current and heater function are in fig. 3.4.   
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Figure 3.4 Analytical functions for (a) current input and (b) heater input 

 

  

The dynamic thermal behavior within these models requires temperature-dependent 

material properties. The thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity and heat capacity 

temperature-dependent material properties are used for Cu, YBCO, Hastelloy C276, ideal 

Al2O3, Kapton and doped-TiO2.  The temperature-dependent material property data is input 

using interpolation functions. Each property is interpolated as a piecewise cubic function to 

increase the accuracy of the data fit. The values are extrapolated using the nearest function 

value. The material property data can be found in Appendix A.   

Scalar Variables 
 

The implementation of the mixed-dimensional model requires the manual input of 

equations for the YBCO layer. Equations (4) and (7) are input into the variables node listed 

under the definitions node for model 1. The previously mentioned parameters are used to 

recall various material properties and defined variables. The size of the model required each  
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conductor to have a corresponding set of equations.  

The separate distinction of each conductor is an asset for solving and during post 

processing. The dynamic behavior of the model resulted in large thermal variance within the 

overall model. The separate distinctions decrease the variance to the conductors resulting in 

easier convergence. Post-processing allows the user to recall various results using separate 

variables. This can be advantageous when trying to determine the correct values between two 

adjacent boundaries when selection is unclear.  

Domain Point Probes 
 

Domain point probes (DPPs) record the desired variable at a specified point. The 

probe locations are documented in Fig. 3.1b. DPPs serve in a multiple capacities. The 

temperature probes are the equivalent to thermocouples used in an experiment. During a 

simulation run, the temperature probe monitors the hotspot temperature to determine if a 

quench is occurring.  After a simulation, the probes are also for post processing of the 

temperature behavior. The voltage probes are used to emulate voltage taps. For example, 

voltage tap V3_2.5-1.5 is the voltage difference between probes V3_2.5 and V3_1.5. The voltage 

taps are used to determine for model-specific post-processing.  

Identity Pairs 
 

In this model, identity pairs connect two boundaries and project the behavior of the 

source boundary onto the destination boundary. They are used in the creation of the buffer  
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and silver layers and to ensure continuity.  As mention previously, the buffer and silver 

layers are simulated using contact resistance equations. Identity pairs can be created 

manually or automatically when rendering the geometry. Each pair has an identifier for intra-

model designations. For example, buffer and Ag layers could be created using identity pair if 

REBCO is a subdomain. When two subdomains have adjacent boundaries, an identity pair 

can be created and designated as a contact resistance pair.  However, the use of different 

geometric elements (subdomain and boundary) and physics requires that weak contributions 

be implemented to assign the contact resistance between the REBCO and corresponding 

boundary of a subdomain. In COMSOL, weak contributions are used to customize the model 

by assigning equations that are not available.  Continuity between separate insulation layers 

is designated using identity pairs and settings that set the source and destination boundaries 

equal.   

 

3.3.1.2 Subdomain and Boundary Settings 

The current conservation sub node in the electric currents physics is used to assign the 

material properties of the 3D layers (Cu, Hastelloy, and solder). The heat transfer in the 

solids sub node in the heat transfer physics is used to assign the material properties to the 3D 

layers (Cu, Hastelloy, solder, and insulation). The heat source sub node is used to incorporate 

joule heating from the electric current physics. The weak contribution, boundary sub node is 

used to create the Ag and buffer layers for both physics. It is also used to create continuity 

between insulation layers sharing the same boundary for the heat transfer physics. Below are  
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the boundary conditions used in the model. 
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Figure 3.5 Views of the schematic straight hybrid coil model (a) x-y view (b) 
Orthogonal View 
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Table IV Concept model 1 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary Electrical Condition Heat Transfer Condition 

A Ground (V = 0) Symmetry (−! ∙ −!!!T = 0) 

B Electrical Insulation (−! ∙ ! = 0) Inward Heat Flux, hb 

C Electrical Insulation (−! ∙ ! = 0) Inward Heat Flux, he 

D N/A  Symmetry (−! ∙ −!!!T = 0) 

Inner Boundaries  Continuous Thermal Insulation 

Buffer and Ag 
Pairs 

Contact Resistance Contact Resistance 

 

 

3.3.1.3 Mesh Development 
 

Mesh development is a basic component of FEM. The mesh must be continuous to 

ensure convergence and the solution from node to node of different layers. The following 

precise meshing procedure is followed for each model. 

1. The REBCO layer of the central conductor is meshed using a free triangular 

mesh 

2. That mesh is copied to the additional REBCO layers 

3.  Layer mesh copying is repeated until all layers are meshed 

4.  The subdomains are meshed using a free tetrahedral mesh 

5.  Once completed the mesh is checked for continuity 
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A comparison of the discontinuous mesh versus a continuous mesh is displayed in fig.3.7.  

The continuous model mesh is completed using this method  

 

Figure 3.6 Conductor meshing (a) discontinuous mesh (b) continuous mesh 
 

 Node placement, mesh element size and density are important for determining the 

accuracy of a model. Nodes capture the desired solution at that location. It is important to 

place nodes in the correct locations to have a complete solution and limit the amount of 

interpolation between nodes. The mesh element size determines how many nodes, their 

placement and mesh density. Large elements have a lower amount of nodes and decreased 

density. Mesh sensitivity is determined by varying these specific areas 

Mesh sensitivity can be determined using two main methods: mesh refinement and 

convergence plot determination. Mesh refinement is a built-in tool that systematically 

reduces the mesh element size to reduce the error in the model based upon the computational 

limitations. Convergence plots are created as the simulation is conducted and shows the  
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amount of error in a model as a function of the timesteps or iterations of the model. While the 

mesh refinement tool is the ideal solution, the size of model required the use of convergence 

plots to determine the mesh sensitivity. The meshing procedure requires that the element size 

be dictated by the thickness of the layers even though the REBCO layer is meshed first. The 

tetrahedral elements have to be small enough to adequately fit within the layer without 

producing an error in COMSOL but large enough to reduce memory usage. Due to previous 

experience and the base conductor model used for the overall coil configuration, it has been 

determined that the best maximum element size is 1.5 x 104 m. This maximum element size 

restriction is placed on the REBCO layer that is initially meshed. This restriction allows the 

usage of various element sizes automatically chosen based upon specifications placed on 

edges within the model. The dynamic nature of this model requires increased density for the 

conductors.  Mesh size and density can be changed by using the “size” sub node in the mesh 

sections. An example of the window and the mesh statistics can be seen in fig. 3.7.    
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Mesh statistics  
Property  Value  

Minimum element 
quality  8.75E-4  

Average element quality  0.525  
Tetrahedral elements  384042  
Triangular elements  231838  
Edge elements  31842  
Vertex elements  236  

 

 

Figure 3.7 Mesh size sub node window and mesh 
statistics 
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The convergence plot for a time-dependent model compares the reciprocal of step 

size vs. time step. The higher the reciprocal of step size the larger the amount of error. To 

achieve convergence, COMSOL will reduce step size and continue until the tolerance factor 

or maximum number of iterations is reached. The tolerance relates to the difference between 

the solution iterations. For each time step, an iteration refers to a solution. For a model to 

converge for a time step it must reach the tolerance before the maximum number of iterations 

is reached. The lower the number of iterations required the easier the convergence. The 

recommended tolerance for nonlinear solving is 1 x 10-3 but a tolerance of 1 x 10-5 is used due 

the dynamic behavior to ensure a lower error. The default maximum number of iterations is 

10 but 480 was used as an exaggerated buffer to ensure a model would keep solving. 

However, this max number was never reached. The convergence plot is monitored during 

simulation to ensure proper convergence. In fig 3.8 a bad convergence plot is shown. 

Initially, the error is lower and the simulation is converging correctly. However, around time  

step 30, smaller step sizes are required to reach tolerance. This is an indicator of difficult 

convergence and shows a large amount of error. If this model exhibited the desired 

convergence, the reciprocal of the step size would remain the same throughout the simulation 

or decrease as the time steps increase.  
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Figure 3.8 Convergence Plot for High Error Model 

 

 

3.3.1.4 Solver Settings 

The large degrees of freedom and number of variables to be solved require a 

segregated solver. A segregated solver is used to ease convergence of the model. Rather than 

solving all equations simultaneously, it solves the thermal solution and uses the output to 

solve the electrical solution in each time step. The first step includes the temperature 

variables: T1, Ts1, T2, Ts2, T3, Ts3, T4, Ts4, T5, Ts5 and T6. The second step includes the 

electric variables: V1, Vs1, V2, Vs2, V3, Vs3, V4, Vs4, V5, and Vs5. The solving is repeated 

for each time step. The entire simulation is solved for t = 2 s, with Δt = 10-3 s. The PARDISO 

sub-solver is used due to its ability to solver symmetrical and unsymmetrical linear systems.  
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Fig. 3.8 describes the cycle of one step for the segregated solver. 

 

Figure 3.9 Segregated Solver Operation Process 
 
 

 

3.3.1.5 Post-Processing  

   Post-processing is completed in COMSOL, Matlab and Microsoft excel. The results 

node allows users to monitor the behavior of DPPs and other locations, export raw data, 

create graphs and combine post-processing techniques to develop the best display of results. 

Some data is exported to Matlab for visualization.   
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A. Minimum Quench Energy (MQE) 

The MQE for each model is found by increasing the heater energy gradually until the 

case quenched. The quench energy values are input in the parameter node. The quench 

energy is applied using the heat source and heater analytical function. As stated previously, 

the heater is located in the top Cu layer of the central conductor (conductor 3).   

B. Hotspot Temperature Development 

Hotspot temperature development tracks the evolution of the temperature vs. time at 

tap T3_0, which is located at the center of the hotspot. To ensure that each model had 

sufficient energy input to induce quench in each case, the heater energy for each model is 

higher than ideal Al2O3’s MQE for the corresponding thickness comparisons.   

C. Normal Zone Propagation Velocity (NZPV) 

The NZPV is calculated from the voltage profile for a given case. The first step 

includes determining the voltage criterion. The voltage criterion is a set value that voltage 

taps must reach to calculate the NZPV. The NZPV is calculated using the distance between 

taps divided by the time duration between each tap reaching the criterion value.  The voltage 

criterion used for all cases is 0.01 V. The tap notation V3_2.5-1.5  is the voltage difference 

between taps V3_2.5 and V3_1.5. The longitudinal NZPV (NZPVx) is calculated as the distance 

between the locations of voltage taps V3_2.5-1.5 and V3_3.5-2.5 divided by the time delay between 

when these two voltages read at V = 0.01 V.  The transverse NZPV (NZPVy) is calculated as  
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the distance between taps V4_0.5 and V5_0.5 (equal to the thickness of tape and the thickness of 

two insulations) divided by the time delay between when 2*V4_0.5 and 2*V5_0.5  reach 0.01 V. 

Due to model symmetry, 2*V4_5  corresponds to V4_5 – V4_(-5) .  

D. Current Sharing Volume 

The 3D shape of the normal zone and how it develops can be useful in determining 

appropriate protection and detection methods. The current sharing volume (CSV) is defined 

as the volume within the coil model with a temperature greater than the current sharing 

temperature 62.6 K.  The CSV is examined in two ways: the quench thermal volume 

percentage (CSV%) and the CSV. The CSV% displays how the percentage of the CSV 

volume evolved over time through the duration of the simulations. The CSV% allows the 

determination of how insulations compare in regards to volume coverage and understand the 

volume’s shape. When determining the NZPVy, the 1µV criterion is first observed at t ≈ 0.4 s 

for each insulation. It is important to determine the amount of volume that was current 

sharing at t ≈ 0.4 s. It is important to note that the CSV accounts for variation in the x, y and 

z-directions. The NZPV cannot be used to calculate the CSV because it is only calculated in 

the x and y-directions.  

E. Temperature Profiles 

 Temperature profiles are important to visually relate the cases to the model geometry.  

The temperature profile tracks the hot spot temperature at x = 0 (the far left model boundary) 
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between the top and bottom y-boundaries. . This provides a complete visual picture to 

incorporate the peak temperature and CSV.  

 

3.3.2 Concept Model 2- Thermal Stress (Cool Down) 
 

Multiphysics Designations: Thermal Stress (refer to section 3.2.2) 

3.3.2.1 General Model Definitions 

This model provides a macroscopic view compared to CM 1 and 2. Model parameters 

are not required for input. However, material property data is input via two methods. The 

temperature-dependent material properties are input using interpolation functions and can be 

found in Appendix A. The structural material properties are input directly into the thermal 

linear elastic sub node. The material property data can be found below in table V. The 

effective density is calculated for the REBCO conductor using the laminate approach.   

 

 

 

!

!

!
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Table V Material Properties for Concept Model 2 

Materials E (GPa) 
Poission’s 

Ratio Density (kg/m
3
) 

Coefficient of 
Thermal 

Expansion (10
-

6
/K) 

G-10 33 [77]  0.19 [78] 1830 [79] 12.5 (x-axis)/ 41 
(y-axis) [79] 

REBCO 
Conductor 

200 [21] 0.3 [80] 4290 (eff) 12 [21] 

Cu  100 [79] 0.355 [81]  8930 [79] 16.6 [79] 

Kapton 3.4 [79] 0.34 [79] 1430 [79] 46 [79] 

Alumina 400 [82] 0.235 [83] 3986 [83] 5.4 [79] 

Doped-Ti 289 [84]  0.28 [85]  4260 [85]  9.2 (x-axis) / 7.1 
(y-axis) [85] 

 

The identity pairs, analytical functions and DPPs are not used. The mesh is developed using 

the same method as the other models to ensure continuity. 

 

3.3.2.2 Subdomain and Boundary Settings 
 

The subdomains in this model included the Cu plate, the G-10 former, REBCO 

conductor and insulation. Mixed-dimensional design is not incorporated for this model which 

required the use of the thermal linear elastic sub node for each domain. The initial 

temperature, T0 , and strain reference temperature are 293.15 K . In a cryocooler, the cooling  
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involves conduction between the copper plate and the coil.  In CM 2, the Cu plate is 

used as the source of cooling. The heat source sub node with a negative total power is used to 

reduce the temperature to 50 K. Table VI displays the boundary settings used within the 

model.  

 

Figure 3.10 Orthogonal View of Pancake Coil Model 

 

Table VI Concept Model 2 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary Thermal Stress Condition 

A (y-z plane) Fixed (u=o) 

B (At the coil/Cu 
plate interface) 

Roller  

Inner Boundaries  Free/Thermal Insulation 
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3.3.2.3 Mesh Development 

The mesh is created using the free tetrahaedral mesh method. The procedure used in 

CM 1 is not necessary because one dimension is used. This allows a single step that requires 

only the maximum element size be defined. The maximum element size used was 9.5 x 10-5 

m. This element size was satisfied the layer requirement. The same tolerance (1 x 10-5) and 

maximum number of iterations (480) as CM 1 is used. However, due to the size of the model 

and computational limitations this element size is the smallest allowed.  

 

3.3.2.4 Solver Settings 

 The segregated solver is used for this model as well. Though this is a simpler model, 

the size and amount of degrees of freedom in the mesh required a segregated solver. The two 

dependent variables are separated into steps. The temperature is solved in step 1 and the 

displacement is solved in step 2. The PARDISO sub solver is also used.  

 

3.3.2.5 Post-Processing  

The radial and hoop stresses are observed for three locations within the coil model: 

Cleavage edge, middle height, and Z-direction within the central conductor. Each location is 

specified in Fig. 3.10. The radial stress corresponds to the stress measured transversely 

(normal to the conductor width). The hoop stress corresponds to the stress measured 

longitudinally (along the tape).  
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Figure 3.11 Location of Stress Measurement for Concept Model 2 
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3.3.3 Concept Model 3-Thermal Stress (Dynamic Quench)  
 

Multiphysics Designations: Electric Currents, Heat Transfer and Solid Mechanics (refer to 
section 3.2.1) 

3.3.3.1 Subdomain and Boundary Settings 

This model is based upon CM 1. It contained the same parameters, identity pairs, 

DPPs, mesh and solver with the addition of the displacement dependent variable, u. The main 

changes occurred in the addition of the solid mechanics physics. The solid mechanics physics 

treats the model using the linear elastic material model explained in section 3.2.1.2. The 

subdomains utilized the solid mechanics physics and the 2D layers (REBCO, buffer, Ag) 

used the shell version of the solid mechanics physics. The shell version allows the 2D layers 

to be treated as a surface. The thermal expansion sub node is assigned to all subdomains and 

2D layers to incorporate the thermal stress.  

 The boundary settings are a combination of settings from the previous models. The 

settings include all the settings from table IV in addition to the settings in table VII. The 

boundaries can also be seen in Fig. 3.5.  

 

Table VII Concept Model 3 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary Solid Mechanics Condition Heat Transfer Condition 

A, D Symmetry (−! ∙ ! = 0) Symmetry (−! ∙ −!!!T = 0) 

Inner Boundaries  Free Thermal Insulation 
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The displacement of the horizontal boundaries of the conductors and homogeneous sections 

are connected via the prescribed displacement sub node. This ensures that straight hybrid coil 

model will displace holistically rather than individual layers or sections. The fixed point sub 

node is placed on the lower edge of boundary C to restrict thermal stress translation. 

  

3.3.4.5 Post-Processing  
 

Common failure modes of conductors during quenching involve the inclusion of 

stresses during quenching. Typical areas of high stress occur between the 

REBCO/buffer/Hastelloy interface and within the REBCO layer. The purpose of this model 

is to understand the effect of dynamic quenching on the stress development within the 

conductor for each insulation case. The post-processing in this model focused on interlayer 

stresses.  

Interlayer stresses are observed for each layer of the conductor by plotting the Second 

Piola-Kirchoff Stress along the conductor. This stress distinguished the compression and 

tension for each layer. The stresses are compared for conductor 3-5 to determine a correlation 

between the thermal behavior and the stress development. The same method is used to 

compare the stresses within the REBCO layers for conductors 3-5.  
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Chapter 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter presents the results for each concept model. Each CM has a specific set of 

results that were captured in accordance with their respective post processing sections in 

chapter 3.  

4.1 Concept Model 1: Quench Propagation Model 

The effective thermal conductivity (keff), Fig. 4.1, and heat capacity (Ceff), Fig. 4.2, 

were calculated for each model by including one layer of insulation (in insulated coils) and 

one layer of conductor. The longitudinal (parallel to current flow) and transverse (turn-to-

turn) values were calculated separately to account for the anisotropy of keff. The keff for ideal 

Al2O3 increased as thickness increased but decreased for doped-TiO2 and Kapton. 

Consistently the Ceff for the 100 µm thick model Ceff, doped-TiO2 changed from second 

highest to lowest at T ~ 125 K when it switched with ideal Al2O3. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.1 Effective Thermal Conductivity (a) Longitudinal (along the conductor) (b) 
Transverse (turn-to-turn). The properties were calculated for the YBCO CC and the 

insulation model. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.2 Effective Heat Capacity with (a) 20 µm insulation  (b) 100 µm insulation 
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4.1.1 Minimum Quench Energy (MQE) 

The MQEs for each insulation are summarized in table VIII. For the 20 µm insulation, 

ideal Al2O3 had the highest transverse keff and also the highest MQE. The MQE for ideal 

Al2O3 is 35.4%, 12.5% and 16.7% higher than Kapton, doped-TiO2 and NI, respectively. 

Typically as the thickness of the insulation material increases, a reduction in MQE is 

expected. The MQE of doped-TiO2 and Kapton were reduced by 35.7% and 32.3%, 

respectively. However, the MQE for the 100 µm thick ideal Al2O3 showed an opposite trend 

with a 9.43% increase. 

 

Table VIII MQE (J ) 

Insulation Type 20 µm (J) 100 µm (J) 

Kapton 0.31 0.21 

Doped-TiO2    0.42 0.27 

Ideal Al2O3 0.48 0.53 

No-Insulation 0.40 N/A 

 

 

4.1.2 Hotspot Temperature  

The hotspot temperature rates of increase and temperatures, summarized in Table IX 

& X, were consistent with the effective material properties. For the 20 µm insulation, Kapton  
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showed the highest peak temperature due to having the lowest transverse keff and highest Ceff. 

As a result Kapton also had the highest dTh/dt for the 20 µm insulation (Fig. 4.3a) compared 

to other insulations. The dTh/dt for NI was the lowest after the heater was turned off at t = 

0.45 s, causing the hotspot temperature for NI to be the lowest at t = 2.0 s. However, for the 

100 µm insulation (Fig. 4.3b) after t = 0.75 s, doped-TiO2 had a higher dTh/dt than Kapton. 

Simultaneously, the transverse keff of Kapton increased slightly as temperature increased. 

Recall that for each thickness a fixed input energy was used to quench the coils, Q = 0.497 J 

and Q = 0.551 J for 20 and 100 µm, respectively. For both thicknesses, the ideal Al2O3 had 

the highest MQE and thus when quenched ideal Al2O3 had low hotspot temperatures 

compared to Kapton and doped-TiO2 after the heater was turned off. In the 20 µm insulation 

after t = 0.7 s, ideal Al2O3 had the second lowest dTh/dt (after the NI), and thus its low 

hotspot temperature eventually caught up with that of the NI coil at t = 2.0 s.   

 

 

Table IX Hotspot Temperature Rate for the 20 µm and 100 µm Insulation Models (K/s) 

 20 µm 100 µm 

Insulation Type 0 s < t < 0.7 s 0.7 s < t < 2.0 s 0 s < t < 0.7 s 0.7 s < t < 2.0 s 

Kapton ~111 ~134 ~194 ~130 

Doped-TiO2    ~85 ~111 ~143 ~182 

Ideal Al2O3 ~60 ~77 ~62 ~69 

No-Insulation ~86 ~66   
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Table X Hotspot Temperature for the 20 µm and 100 µm Insulation Models (K) 

 20 µm 100 µm 

Insulation Type t = 0.7 s t = 2.0 s   t = 0.7 s  t = 2.0 s 

Kapton 128 303 186 356 

Doped-TiO2    109 255 150 388 

Ideal Al2O3 92 193 93 184 

No-Insulation 110 192   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.3 Hotspot temperature vs. time (a) 20 µm insulation (b) 100 µm insulation. The 
20 and 100 µm insulation models were evaluated using Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J, 

respectively. 
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4.1.3 Normal Zone Propagation Velocity (NZPV) 

The usage of thermally conducting insulation or no insulation to increase the NZPV 

has been supported, as seen in the NZPVs of the ideal Al2O3 and NI cases, and can result in 

more effective quench detection. In table XI, the longitudinal and transverse NZPVs are 

shown for each insulation. The standard deviation of the NZPVx was 1.05 and 2.20 for 20 µm 

and 100 µm, respectively. The standard deviation of the NZPVy was 8.84 and 19.0 for 20 µm 

and 100 µm, respectively. Ideal Al2O3 had a higher transverse NZPVy, MQE and a nearly 

equal peak temperature compared to NI. NI had the highest NZPVx but a second lowest 

NZPVy. The 100 µm insulation ideal Al2O3 model had 41.3% increase in NZPVy compared 

to the 20 µm thickness. These results show that the increased k in doped-TiO2 improves 

transverse propagation but not greater than the ideal Al2O3. Significant further improvements 

can be obtained with further increases in k.  

 

Table XI Normal Zone Propagation Velocity for the 20 µm and 100 µm Insulation 
Models 

 NZPVx (mm/s) NZPVy (mm/s) 

Insulation Type 20 µm 100 µm 20 µm 100 µm 

Kapton 22.9 19.0 1.16 0.737 

Doped-TiO2    23.0 22.5 2.72 1.58 

Ideal Al2O3 23.4 24.3 22.7 41.4 

No-Insulation 25.5 N/A 14.5 N/A 
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4.1.4 Current Sharing Volume (CSV) 

The CSV% compared the insulations compare with respect to the three-dimensional 

normal zone growth. When determining the NZPVy, the 1µV criterion is first observed at t ≈ 

0.4 s for each insulation. It was important to determine the amount of volume that was 

current sharing at t ≈ 0.4 s. The CSV% information provided in Tables XII and XIII and 

frame a different scope for quench evaluation. The NI model has a ~ 3% higher CSV than 

Kapton, doped-TiO2, and ideal Al2O3 for 20 µm. Kapton has a  ~6% lower CSV than doped-

TiO2, and ideal Al2O3 for 100 µm. The average CSV% rate is highest for NI but Kapton had 

the second highest rate but had the lowest CSV for 20 µm. Kapton also has a higher average 

CSV% rate than ideal Al2O3 for 100 µm despite having the lowest CSV% at t = 0.4 s. 

 

Table XII CSV% for the 20 µm and 100 µm Insulation Models at t = 0.4 s 

Insulation Type CSV% at t = 0.4 s, 20 µm CSV% at t = 0.4 s, 100 µm 

Kapton 14.0 10.4 

Doped-TiO2    14.7 16.6 

Ideal Al2O3 14.2 16.5 

No-Insulation 17.3 N/A 
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Table XIII Average CSV% rate for the 20 µm and 100 µm Insulation Models for 2 s 

Insulation Type CSV% rate(%/s), 20 µm CSV% rate(%/s), 100 µm 

Kapton 47.8 43.0 

Doped-TiO2    46.2 48.6 

Ideal Al2O3 41.2 42.7 

No-Insulation 49.8 N/A 

 

Fig. 4.4 shows the CSV% as a function of time for the 20 µm and 100 µm insulation 

models. The NI model has the highest CSV% for the entire simulation. For 20 µm, Kapton, 

doped-TiO2, and ideal Al2O3 are nearly equal until after t = 0.5 s. After t = 0.5 s, the CSV% 

growth rate for Kapton and doped-TiO2 increase, providing clear distinction between all 

models. For 100 µm, doped-TiO2 and ideal Al2O3 have the higher rate until t = 0.5 s when 

doped-TiO2 increases more rapidly.  Kapton’s rate does not increase until t = 1.5 s when it 

surpasses ideal Al2O3. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.4 CSV% vs. Time for (a) 20 µm insulation (b) 100 µm insulation 
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The development of the CSV for each insulation with a 20 µm thickness is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. Appendix B has the same visuals for the 100 µm thickness The left visual CSV 

boundary corresponds to the symmetric end of the model. The non-uniform boundary section 

corresponds to the normal zone front.  As the quench extends along the x-axis, so does the 

CSV front. Fig. 4.6 displays the orthogonal view of the CSV for each insulation thickness 

when observed at t = 0.4 s. For both thicknesses, Kapton’s CSV has the highest temperatures 

and extends the furthest longitudinally but has the least transverse propagation. Ideal Al2O3 

has the lowest temperatures and extends the furthest transversally.   
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Figure 4.5 Two Dimensional CSV for (a) Kapton (b) Doped-TiO2 at t = 0.4 s, 1.0 s and 2.0 s for 20 µm insulation 
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Figure 4.5 Two Dimensional CSV for (c) Ideal Al2O3 (d) NI  at t = 0.4 s, 1.0 s and 2.0 s for 20 µm insulation 
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(a) 

Figure 4.6 3D normal zone for (a) 20 µm insulation. Each volume is observed at t = 0.4 s. The x-coordinate corresponds to 
the longitudinal length of the tapes and the y-coordinate corresponds to the transverse length across the turns. The z-
coordinate corresponds to the axial length of the coil. The left boundary (x= 0 mm) for each CSV corresponds to the 
symmetric end of the model. The 20 µm and 100 µm insulations were evaluated using Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J, 

respectively. Note that color bars are different for each set of graphs. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.6 3D normal zone for (b) 100 µm insulation. Each volume is observed at t = 0.4 s. The x-coordinate corresponds to 
the longitudinal length of the tapes and the y-coordinate corresponds to the transverse length across the turns. The z-
coordinate corresponds to the axial length of the coil. The left boundary (x= 0 mm) for each CSV corresponds to the 
symmetric end of the model. The 20 µm and 100 µm insulations were evaluated using Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J, 

respectively. Note that color bars are different for each set of graphs. 
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4.1.5 Temperature Profiles 

 The CSVs were important to visually relate the insulations impact to the model 

geometry. The typical profile for LTS extends further longitudinally than HTS for a fixed 

voltage. However, it has been demonstrated that the usage of thermally conducting insulation 

materials increases the NZPV, reducing the local temperature growth rate. This creates a 

more detectable signal for detection and protection. The temperature profile (Fig. 4.7) 

tracked the hot spot temperature at x = 0 (the far left model boundary) between the top and 

bottom y-boundaries. The profiles were observed at t = 0.7 s and 2.0 s due to the 

development of the hotspot temperature (as seen in Fig. 4.3).  Fig. 4.7a and 4.7b show that 

low keff results in a higher hotspot temperature. However, Fig. 4.7c and 4.7d show that a low 

Ceff for doped-TiO2 and a slight increase in the keff results in a higher hotspot temperature as 

well for doped-TiO2. 
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Figure 4.7 Temperature vs. Y-coordinate at the center of the hotspot (a) 20 µm insulation at t = 0.7 s (b) 20 µm insulation 
at t = 2.0 s (c) 100 µm insulation at t = 0.7 s (d) 100 µm insulation at t = 2.0 s. These temperatures were measured inside the 

heater zone at t = 2.0 s at x = 0 m. This profile traveled through the normal zone to show the thermal distribution within 
the normal zone. The peak temperatures can also be viewed from table III or Fig. 6. The 20 µm and 100 µm insulations 

were evaluated using Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7 Temperature vs. Y-coordinate at the center of the hotspot (a) 20 µm insulation at t = 0.7 s (b) 20 µm insulation 
at t = 2.0 s (c) 100 µm insulation at t = 0.7 s (d) 100 µm insulation at t = 2.0 s. These temperatures were measured inside the 

heater zone at t = 2.0 s at x = 0 m. This profile traveled through the normal zone to show the thermal distribution within 
the normal zone. The peak temperatures can also be viewed from table III or Fig. 6. The 20 µm and 100 µm insulations 

were evaluated using Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J, respectively. 
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4.1.6 Discussion 
 

The higher keff implies the ability to distribute heat throughout the coil and thus take 

advantage of the coil specific heat to increase the energy required to initiate a quench. 

Although the NI coil had the highest longitudinal keff and second highest transverse keff, its 

MQE was lower than ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2. The current sharing across the turns 

resulted in increased Joule heating in neighboring turns, reduced heating on the middle turn 

and reduced the MQE. However, the NI coil had a MQE higher than Kapton as expected [35]. 

Insulation thickness also affects the MQE. Typically, a reduction in MQE results as the 

thickness increases. For ideal Al2O3, however, showed the opposite resulted with an increase 

in MQE. This was a result of the increased thickness of the ideal Al2O3 increasing the 

transverse keff and Ceff , as seen in Fig. 4.1(b) and 4.2(b). The outcome was more heat 

dissipation across the turns by making a large coil volume available. Thus, the very high k of 

ideal Al2O3 has remarkable impact on quench propagation. 

Kapton had the lowest transverse keff and highest Ceff resulting in a lack of transverse 

propagation and high local temperatures for the 20 µm thickness case. The material 

properties restricted the normal zone to the central conductor contributing to the high local 

temperatures. The low Ceff for doped-TiO2 allowed faster changes in temperature but the keff 

was not sufficient to foster thermal diffusion away from the normal zone to reduce the 

hotspot temperature such as the ideal Al2O3. The reduction in dTh/dt and peak temperature 

for NI was partly caused by the high transverse heat transfer (with the highest longitudinal  
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keff and the second highest transverse keff) and partly caused by the current sharing 

[34]. After t = 0.7 s, ideal Al2O3 had the second lowest dTh/dt (after the NI), and thus its low 

hotspot temperature eventually caught up with that of the NI coil at t = 2.0 s.  For the 100 µm 

doped-TiO2 model, the higher dTh/dt occurred because for T ≥ 120 K, the Ceff became the 

lowest but no changes occurred in the longitudinal and transverse keff. Recall that for each 

thickness a fixed input energy was used to quench the coils, Q = 0.497 J and Q = 0.551 J for 

20 and 100 µm, respectively. For both thicknesses, the ideal Al2O3 had the highest MQE and 

thus when quenched ideal Al2O3 had low hotspot temperatures compared to Kapton and 

doped-TiO2 after the heater was turned off.  

The standard deviation of the NZPV correlated to keff. The large variance of the 

transverse keff resulted in a large standard deviation for NZPVy and the small variance was 

reflected by the small variance for NZPVx. The high NZPVx for NI was partly due to it 

having the highest longitudinal keff, reducing the heat propagating in the transverse direction 

and thus resulting in increased heat propagation in the longitudinal direction. This indicated 

that current sharing reduced the peak temperature, MQE and NZPVy of NI. While current 

sharing reduced the current on the heater turn, heat continued to propagate and expand the 

normal zone. This was similar to the usage of heaters to drive a coil normal to expand the 

normal zone faster but with the inclusion of current also being diverted. The 100 µm 

insulation ideal Al2O3 model had a nearly twice the NZPVy than the 20 µm insulation model. 

This again was caused by the increase of ideal Al2O3’s transverse keff due to a larger 

thickness. 
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The keff and Ceff affected how fast heat propagated radially from the heater turn and a 

high CSV can be attributed to either high transverse or longitudinal heat propagation. In 

general, when the insulation had a low keff and was dielectric, the CSV% increased faster 

than other dielectrics with a higher thermal conductivity. This trend was observed in the 20 

µm insulation model. Though the keff for NI was much higher than Kapton, when a high keff 

on the insulation and current sharing were present the CSV% increased faster due to faster 

heat propagation and joule heating in the other layers. The 100 µm insulation model differed 

from the 20 µm insulation model in several aspects. The increase in insulation thickness 

caused a large decrease on the transverse keff and increased in Ceff for Kapton. It caused slow 

heat propagation in the transverse direction (with high hotspot temperature), as seen in Fig. 

4.6 (b), resulting in a lower CSV and average CSV% rate. Doped-TiO2 also had a large drop 

in the keff in the 100 µm insulation model combined with a drop in Ceff, resulting in a slightly 

faster rate of increase in CSV%. Ideal Al2O3 also had a higher average CSV% rate in the 100 

µm insulation model, due mainly to the increase of the CSV in the transverse direction 

caused by the large increase in the transverse keff.  It was important to determine how the 

volume was distributed using the CSV. CSV% for the 20 µm insulation model showed that 

Kapton, doped-TiO2 and ideal Al2O3 had nearly the same CSV% but the distribution of their 

CSV were very different. The normal zone front for Kapton extended to x~17 mm and 

showed higher temperatures and faster NZPVx in the central layer. The CSV front for doped-

TiO2 and ideal Al2O3 were flat and extend further longitudinally due their high longitudinal 

keff and current sharing. Doped-TiO2 had nearly equal NZPVx compared to Kapton but the  
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higher NZPVy extended the CSV more transversely creating a flatter front. Ideal 

Al2O3 had more transverse propagation and less longitudinal propagation than the other 

models for both insulation thicknesses. Insulation materials with a higher keff had flatter 

volumes at the right vertical boundary and extended further longitudinal. This indicated 

increased thermal diffusion. 

The singular temperature profiles showed that materials with the higher transverse keff 

have increased interlayer thermal diffusion and result in lower temperatures. Ideal Al2O3 had 

the highest transverse keff and exhibited this behavior compared to the other insulation 

materials. A high transverse keff also caused more temperature uniformity between layers as 

seen in the profiles for ideal Al2O3 and NI. Ideal Al2O3 maintained this uniformity from the 

hotspot center to the normal zone front. The shape and development of the profile can be 

traced to the behavior of the hotspot temperature. Insulation with a low transverse keff 

resulted in low transverse propagation which caused a high dTh/dt and high hotspot 

temperature and contributed to large temperature gradients. 

 Comparing these results to experimental data and other numerical approaches have 

low error. The main areas of comparison include the MQE and NZPV because of new 

development of CSV and lack of presented data in other areas. Comparisons were made with 

the following data: 
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Wang et al. 2007 
A cryocooled surround copper stabilized YBCO tape 
manufactured by Superpower was measured. The tape was 
4mm wide and 180 mm long.  At 50 K, 70% Ic, the MQE 
was 0.80 J and the longitudinal NZPV 21.5 mm/s.  

Song et al. 2010 

A 25 m American Superconductor YBCO short straight 
sample with Cu stabilizer was cryocooled at 50 K . For 
70% Ic, longitudinal NZPV ranged between (10-40 mm/s) 
and the transverse NZPV ranged between (1-2 mm/s) 

   

Chan et al. 2010 

A high fidelity 3D model was develop and validated with 
experimental data. It was validated with Wang et al. with 
low error. Longitudinal NZPV for 50 K at 70% Ic was ~17 
mm/s . 

   

Ishmael et al. 2013 

A surround Cu stabilizer YBCO coil was wound using 4 
mm wide CC from SuperPower Inc. and evaluated at 4.2 K 
and 77 K. The insulation material used was a doped-
Titania. The transverse NZPV was increased by factors of  
2.1 and 2.8 at 77 K and 4.2 K, respectively. 

   

Yang  et al. 

 

2007 

 

The effect of various insulation materials on NPZV and 
MQE was studied for 344 CC manufactured by American 
Superconductor. The insulation materials investigated were 
Kapton, PPLP ( polypropylene laminated paper) and Kraft 
. The MQE at 70% Jc was 3.4 J. at an operating 
temperature of 77K. For Kapton, the longitudinal NZPV 
for 50% Jc ranges for 4.4- 5.0 mm/s for the voltage taps. 
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Sumption et al. 

 

 

 

2010 

 

The thermal response of YBCO pancake coils insulated 
low thermal conductivity insulations (Nomex, Kapton, 
Mylar) was compared to high thermal conductivity 
insulations (ZnO). The experiments were conducted at 
77K, self- field where ZnO has a thermal conductivity of 
62 W/mK There was lack of distinction for the ZnO based 
conductor because of epoxy. However, the radial NZP 
ranged between ~0.02-0.33 mm/s.  

   

Kim et al.  2012 

The charge-discharge, over current and sudden discharge 
characteristics of a GDBCO coil were investigated with 
insulation (Nomex) and without insulation. During 
overcurrent test, the NI coil showed increase thermal and 
electrical stability compared to the burnout of the fully 
insulated coils.   

   

Kim et al. 2013 

Quench behavior studied for Cu, Brass or Ni insulated 
YBCO tapes. Ni and Cu insulated tapes had current sharing  
The peak temp at Current Sharing was 135 K and 91 K for 
Cu and Ni insulated tapes, respectively.  
 

   

Hahn et al. 2011 

Three pancake coils were wound using Bi2223 and 
REBCO conductor.  Where the REBCO insulated short 
sample burned out, the NI coil could carry higher current 
because the current automatically circumvented the initial 
hotspot. 

Kim et al. 2010 

The NZPV was studied for the longitudinal and transverse 
directions for Cu stabilized YBCO conductors at 70 K, 83 
K and 86 K. The coil was insulated with Kapton. The 
longitudinal NZPV was 20 mm/s and the transverse NZPV 
was 1.3 mm/s.   
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The MQE found by Wang et al. was 0.80 J which is 60% higher than the MQE observed for 

Kapton. This could be attributed to the amount of current input into the coil, the amount of 

heater pulse and the duration of the experiments. If the simulation was conducted for a longer 

time length it may see an increase in MQE. However, the longitudinal NZPV was 6% higher 

than reported compared to the Kapton model. This error is negligible and shows that once a 

quench is detected it propagates at a comparable velocity. This low error in the longitudinal 

NZPV is similar when compared to the other data mentioned above. The same occurs when 

comparing the transverse NZPV.  When comparing Kapton, Song et al. and Kim et al. 

observed values ranging between 1.2-1.33 mm/s. The experiment conducted by Song et al. 

used the same operating temperature and % Ic and the reported values here have an error of 

8%, also negligible. When comparing the transverse NZPV, for doped-TiO2, Ishmael et al. 

reported an increase of a factor of 2.1 compared to Kapton at an operating temperature of 

77K. The simulations here save an increase of 73% comparing doped-TiO2 and Kapton. With 

more material properties, an increase could be observed in the simulations. The trends 

observed above when investigating a thermal conductivity of the insulation material or NI 

cases shows that increased thermal conductivity increases stability. Those same trends are 

observed in the work presented here. 
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4.2 Concept Model 2: Thermal Stress (Cool Down) 

 The cooling of coils induces stresses that affect operation. Thus the effects of various 

insulations were studied to determine the overall coil behavior. As the magnet cools, thermal 

mismatch caused by different coefficients of thermal expansion, results in a complicated 

stress distribution which leads to delamination. The radial and hoop stresses were evaluated 

from turn-to-turn for each conductor (from the former to outer edge of insulation layer 11). 

The stress was also evaluated at various locations in the z-direction, the cleavage edge, 

middle height which corresponds to the middle of the conductor width and within conductor 

5 (from the cleavage edge to the Cu plate). The locations are specified in Fig. 3.9.  Table XIV 

lists the radial coordinates of the conductors and insulations. 
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Table XIV Radial Coordinates for Concept Model 2 

Layer # 'Radial''Coordinate'(Inner) 'Radial''Coordinate'(Outer) 'Radial''Coordinate'(Inner) 'Radial''Coordinate'(Outer)
Insulation 1 0.017 0.01704 0.017 0.01720
Conductor 1 0.01704 0.01714 0.01720 0.0173
Insulation 2 0.01714 0.01718 0.01730 0.0175
Conductor 2 0.01718 0.01728 0.01750 0.0176
Insulation 3 0.01728 0.01732 0.01760 0.0178
Conductor 3 0.01732 0.01742 0.01780 0.0179
Insulation 4 0.01742 0.01746 0.01790 0.0181
Conductor 4 0.01746 0.01756 0.01810 0.0182
Insulation 5 0.01756 0.01760 0.01820 0.0184
Conductor 5 0.01760 0.01770 0.01840 0.0185
Insulation 6 0.01770 0.01774 0.01850 0.0187
Conductor 6 0.01774 0.01784 0.01870 0.0188
Insulation 7 0.01784 0.01788 0.01880 0.0190
Conductor 7 0.01788 0.01798 0.01900 0.0191
Insulation 8 0.01798 0.01802 0.01910 0.0193
Conductor 8 0.01802 0.01812 0.01930 0.0194
Insulation 9 0.01812 0.01816 0.01940 0.0196
Conductor 9 0.01816 0.01826 0.01960 0.0197
Insulation 10 0.01826 0.01830 0.01970 0.0199
Conductor 10 0.01830 0.01840 0.01990 0.0200
Insulation 11 0.01840 0.01844 0.02000 0.0202

20'micron 100'Micron
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4.2.1 Radial Stress 

4.2.1.1 Cleavage 

The maximum radial stress values at the cleavage edge are presented in Table XV. 

Note the compression values are not specified because tension has been determined as a main 

cause of delamination. For the 20 µm insulation thickness, the doped-TiO2 and ideal Al2O3 

coils were in compression at the cleavage edge. The Kapton and NI insulated coils were in 

tension at the cleavage edge which could present an issue when tension is increased due to 

quenching. Fig. 4.8a shows that Kapton, doped-TiO2 and NI had less stress variance from the 

former to the edge of the coil. Ideal Al2O3 had increasing compression near the outer radius. 

When the insulation thickness was increased, the values increased as well. Fig. 4.8b shows 

that ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 were in compression for the 100 µm insulation thickness. 

However, the inner conductor layers had less compression than the outer layers. The Kapton 

insulated coil was in tension as well but the inner layers had less tension than the outer 

layers.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.8 Radial Stress vs. Radial Coordinate at Cleavage Edge (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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Table XV Maximum Radial Stress at Cleavage Edge 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 4.7 24 

Doped-TiO2    (Compression) (Compression) 

Ideal Al2O3 (Compression) (Compression) 

No-Insulation 0.59  

 

4.2.1.2 Middle Height 

The stress evaluated at the middle height considered how the stresses changed 

radially in the middle of the width of the conductor. Fig.4.9a shows the compression below 

the neutral axis and tension above for ideal Al2O3, doped-TiO2 and NI insulated models. 

Starting from the former, the compression increased to an inflection point between 

conductors 2 and 3. From conductor 3, the compression decreased as it approaches the 

neutral axis between conductor 4 and 5 for ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 and 6 and 7 for NI. 

Kapton remained in tension transversely for each conductor. The conductors in the center had 

a higher amount of tension then the edges. For the 100 µm insulation thickness, ideal Al2O3 

and doped-TiO2 showed the same trend as in the 20 µm thickness in Fig.4.9b. For the 100 

µm insulation thickness, the neutral axis location moved between conductors 5 and 6. Kapton 

remained in tension but there was less distinction between the outer and inner conductors.  

The maximum radial stress values at the middle of the conductor width are shown in Table 

IX.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.9 Radial Stress vs. Radial Coordinate at Middle Height (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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Table XVI Maximum Radial Stress at Middle Height 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 0.85 2.5 

Doped-TiO2    2.3 4.6 

Ideal Al2O3 3.3 9.2 

No-Insulation 0.59  

 

4.2.1.3 Z-direction  

The radial stress along conductor 5 was zero until the Cu plate was approached due to 

the neutral axis. Before the Cu plate was reached the conductor had compression and then 

tension at the boundary between the conductor and the Cu plate. Park et al. observed this 

same behavior at the conductor/bobbin interface. For the 20 µm case, ideal Al2O3 had the 

highest tension at the conductor/ Cu plate interface at 383 MPa, two orders of magnitude 

higher than the NI insulated coil. Fig. 4.10 shows how the radial stress was distributed in 

conductor 5 between the cleavage edge and Cu plate.  For the 20 µm insulation, ideal Al2O3 

had nearly the same amount of compression as doped-TiO2. Kapton had the largest amount 

of compression. For the 100 µm insulation, Kapton now had the highest tensile radial stress 

at the conductor/Cu plate interface at 185 MPa, which was two orders of magnitude higher 

than ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2. Ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 remained in compression at 

the interface.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.10 Radial Stress vs. Conductor Width for Central Conductor (a) 20 µm (b) 100 
µm 
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Table XVII Maximum Radial Stress in Central Conductor 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 92.7 185 

Doped-TiO2    82.2 3.52 

Ideal Al2O3 383 5.59 

No-Insulation 2.74  

 

4.2.2 Hoop Stress 

4.2.2.1 Cleavage 

For the 20 µm insulation thickness, Kapton, doped-TiO2 and NI were in compression. 

Ideal Al2O3 was the only model to have tension at the cleavage edge with a maximum of 27.9 

MPa which occurred in conductor 10. In Fig. 4.11a, the compression in Kapton increased 

when moving closer to the outer conductor. However, the compression decreased for doped-

TiO2 and NI moving toward the outer conductor. Fig. 4.11b shows that Kapton and doped-

TiO2 remained in compression for the 100 µm insulation thickness. However, Kapton had a 

sharp increase in compression toward the outer conductor. Ideal Al2O3 also remained in 

tension with a maximum tension of 74.9 MPa which occurred at conductor 7.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.11 Hoop Stress vs. Radial Coordinate at Cleavage Edge (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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4.2.2.2 Middle Height 

For the 20 µm insulation thickness as the middle width of the conductor was 

approached, all insulation models experienced compression. Fig. 4.12a shows that ideal 

Al2O3 had the least compression. The compression in each insulation model increased as the 

radius increased. Kapton had the highest compression at 168 MPa in conductor 10. For the 

100 µm insulation thickness, ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 had little variance compared to 

Kapton. Though ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 slightly increased from conductor 1 to 10, 

Kapton had a large increase in compression within the same range. The maximum tension in 

ideal Al2O3 was 69 MPa.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.12 Hoop Stress vs. Radial Coordinate at Middle Height (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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4.2.2.3 Z-direction  

Unlike radial stress, the hoop stress along this conductor was unaffected by the 

neutral axis. For the 20 µm case, Fig. 4.13a shows that ideal Al2O3 had an large amount of 

compression. Kapton, doped-TiO2 and NI had a nearly the same hoop stress along the width 

of the conductor. At the conductor/Cu interface ideal Al2O3 had the highest maximum hoop 

stress with 203 MPa. For the 100 µm thickness, ideal Al2O3 was mainly in tension. Though 

Kapton and doped-TiO2 were in compression, there were distinct differences that were not 

seen in the 20 µm insulation thickness. In Fig. 4.13b doped-TiO2 has higher compression 

than Kapton but in Fig. 4.13a Kapton has a higher amount of compression. Kapton had the 

highest maximum hoop stress with 113 MPa at the conductor/Cu interface. Table XVIII 

contains the maximum hoop stresses in the central conductor.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.13 Hoop Stress vs. Conductor Width for Central Conductor (a) 20 µm (b) 100 
µ 
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Table XVIII Maximum Hoop Stress in Central Conductor 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 65.1 113 

Doped-TiO2    45.9 (Compression) 

Ideal Al2O3 203 74.6 

No-Insulation (Compression)  

 

 

 

4.2.3 Discussion 
 

The Kapton and NI insulated coils were in radial tension at the cleavage edge due to 

their high coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and elastic moduli for the 20 µm thick 

insulation. Kapton has a CTE of 46.6 x 10-6 /K and the NI coil uses the CTE for Cu which is 

16.6 x 10-6 /K. The elastic modulus is 3.4 GPa for Kapton and 112 GPa for Cu. The radial 

tension was observed experimentally and the values listed in table VIII fell below the 

estimated limit that occurs between 40-100 MPa stated in [55]. This would need to be 

mitigate by using a winding technique that accounts for tension that will occur during cool 

down.  The radial compression present in both ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 was due to their 

CTE values of 5.4 x 10-6 and 7.1 x 10-6, respectively. The elastic moduli was 400 GPa for 

ideal Al2O3 and 289 GPa for doped-TiO2.  The increase in radial compression for ideal Al2O3 

toward the outer layer is due to an increase in compression in the conductor because of the  
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resistance of the insulation to compression due to the low CTE. For the 100 µm, Kapton 

remained in radial tension but the highest tension occurred at the innermost and outermost 

layers. The reverse occurred for ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 for compression. The thickness 

of the insulation increased the amount of material between the conductor 1 and the former 

and conductor 10 and the edge but the insulation between conductors is double the thickness. 

The thinner thickness at the boundaries increased the effect of the dominant material. The 

inner layers are not affected as much due to the thick insulation acting as a buffer between 

conductors. The lower amounts of radial stress on conductors 2-9 occurred because the 

thicker material is more cumbersome to compress/expand. The values for the 100 µm thick 

insulation case still fall within the give limits for the cleavage edge. It is important to note 

that these coils were cooled for a fifteen minute time period without epoxy; which is fast in 

experimental time. Typically, coils can be cooled over long periods ranging from 2 - 24 

hours to reduce thermal stress. Epoxy is used for coils to reduce the amount of thermal stress 

due to layer shifting. The computational expense to conduct a longer cool down period was 

unavailable. Therefore the actual values may be less than reported.  

The neutral axis had a large effect on radial stress within the middle width of the 

conductors. The ideal Al2O3, doped-TiO2 and NI insulated models were affected by the 

neutral axis but Kapton was affected much less. This could be due to the fact that the high 

CTE and low elastic modulus allowed Kapton to have increased flexibility that minimized 

the amount of compression/tension within the conductors. The maximum radial stresses still 

fell below the radial limit [57].  
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The radial tensile stress at the conductor and Cu plate interface was due to thermal 

mismatch. The Cu plate had a higher CTE and is the cooling source. This caused the Cu plate 

to constrict faster and create tension at that boundary. The lower CTE/ high elastic modulus 

for ideal Al2O3 increased the tension at this point. The higher thermal conductivity of ideal 

Al2O3 allowed the temperature to decrease faster initially which also added to the high 

tension. When epoxy is utilized it has the ability to reduce thermal mismatch at the interface. 

The interface here also assumes perfect contact, however that doesn’t occur and a contact 

resistance would need to be included. Kapton and doped-TiO2 have nearly the same amount 

of tension at the interface. Kapton had more compression due to its high CTE. The NI coil 

had compression at the interface because the Cu/Cu interface has no thermal mismatch which 

allows compression at the same rate. For the 100 µm thick insulation case, the tension for 

Kapton becomes the highest because a larger amount of insulation is contracting which 

increases the tension on the conductor. The ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 are compressed at 

the interface due to the increased amount of insulation’s and lack of compression.  

The hoop stress behavior is a mirror image to the radial stress. Though the axial stress 

was not accounted for in this model, the radial stress does serve as a predictor for the 

behavior of the hoop stress. The ideal Al2O3 insulated coil had tensile hoop stress at the 

cleavage and middle height level. For the radial stress, ideal Al2O3 had the most amount of 

compression. Kapton is now in compression but before it was in tension. However, doped-

TiO2 remained in compression but the compression increased. Doped-TiO2 could be in 

compression for both because of the balance between the elastic modulus and the CTE.   
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Polymers tend to have a low elastic modulus and high CTE. Ceramics tend to have a high 

elastic modulus and low CTE. Titanium falls within the middle range. This middle range is 

the reason that the doped-TiO2 is in compression for both the radial and hoop stress. All of 

the hoop stress values were under the 600 MPa limit referenced by Nagaya et al.  

The large amount of compression for the ideal Al2O3 insulated model was a reflection 

of the large amount of tension in the radial stress. Though most of the conductor was in 

compression for the ideal Al2O3 model, it still maintained the highest tensile hoop stress. The 

radial stress was nearly the same for Kapton, doped-TiO2 and NI as it is here for the hoop 

stress. Doped- TiO2 has the least amount of compression due to the middle material 

properties mentioned previously. For the 100 µm thick insulation, ideal Al2O3 transitioned to 

tensile hoop stress and Kapton increased compression for the same reasons mentioned for the 

radial stress.  
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Chapter 5 CONCLUSION 
 

Using a mixed-dimensional model the effect of various insulation materials on 

multiple quench parameters in REBCO coated conductor coils was studied. The comparison 

of the usage of Kapton, doped-TiO2 , doped-TiO2 insulations and a non-insulated coil for a 20 

µm and 100 µm case was conducted for three models: Concept Model 1, 2 and 3.  

Concept model 1 (CM 1) was simulated at 70% Jc and an operating temperature of 

50K. The MQE, hotspot development, NZPV, CSV and temperature profiles were observed. 

It was found that ideal Al2O3 had the highest MQE, lowest peak temperature, slowest 

increase rate in hotspot temperature, fastest transverse NZPV and smallest CSV. These 

indicated that insulations with higher thermal conductivities result in increased stability. The 

NI case had the fastest longitudinal NZPV, a higher MQE than Kapton and faster transverse 

NZPV that doped-TiO2 and Kapton. Doped-TiO2 performance was not as distinctive as 

desired. The increase in availability of additional temperature-dependent material properties 

is expected to improve the performance. Kapton had the advantage of being the most 

traditionally accepted material. Its performance in comparison to other materials needs 

improvement to increase coil stability. The low thermal conductivity resulted in a low 

transverse NZPV and MQE value. The CSV can become an important factor in determining 

quench detection methods. The ability to see how a CSV develops makes it possible to 

predict the quench pathway and place sensor points accordingly. When the shape of the CSV 

extends to additional layers it increases the area of detectable signal. The larger area of  
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detectable signal will make a faster detection time. Also, the peak temperature will be 

reduced and increase the time before reaching a peak temperature that will degrade the coil. 

Additional uses will be explored in the future.  

Concept model 2 (CM 2) cooled a room temperature coil configuration from room 

temperature to 50 K for a 15 min duration. The radial and hoop stresses were observed at the 

cleavage edge, middle height and along the conductor width in the central conductor. It was 

found that material with a high CTE create tension at the cleavage edge. When designing a 

coil it this could be alleviated by using an insulation with a lower CTE than the conductor or 

implementing a specific winding technique. At the interface, materials with a higher thermal 

conductivity had tension. When wound with epoxy this could be addressed by putting a 

boundary between the coil and the surface. Doped -TiO2 remained in compression due to its 

structural material properties being at an “in between” range. This information should be 

accounted for when insulation materials are chosen. The insulation thermal conductivity and 

specific heat are important when determining stability from a thermal aspect, CTE and elastic 

modulus is important to reduce the threat of delamination during operation.  

Concept model 3 (CM 3) determined the thermal stresses based upon the thermal 

development of CM 1 during a quench. It was important to determine how the coil 

configuration would respond mechanically and how that affected the interlayers, more 

specifically the REBCO layer. The radial stress was observed in the REBCO layer and at the 

REBCO/buffer layer interface. The NI coil has tension present but due to the current sharing 

and lack of additional materials, the tension values were nearly the same. The values could  
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be lowered due to the methods mentioned previously but the lack of variation in the values 

could be helpful so that stress is distributed evenly to reduce stress concentrations. Doped -

TiO2 had the lower stress values for each insulation thickness. The lower stress is desirable to 

reduce the risk for delamination. 

Future work in this area would include optimizing the models presented. Quench 

detection and protection is an important area and should be added to CM 1 to understand how 

the insulation materials respond. Also, epoxy and contact resistances should be added to CM 

2. It would be interesting to see how epoxy affects the stresses in the coil. The contact 

resistances at the REBCO/buffer interface would result in improving the accuracy of the 

results. Residual stresses should also be included for CM 2 and 3. When a coil is wound there 

are stresses that would alter the stresses presented here. The final component that should be 

included is the magnetic physics to CM 1 and 3. During operation, Lorentz forces add to the 

delamination in coils due to coil movement. The insulation material could hinder or 

exacerbate the effect of the forces and understanding this could lead to increased magnet 

stability. It is necessary to provide a full scope of the structural behavior of a coil from wind 

to cool down to normal operation to quench. The information provided provides a snapshot 

of the importance of material selection for magnet design. The effective material properties 

can provide insight to how coils will be affected during a quench. Traditionally, HTS coils 

have stability concerns due to lower MQE and NZPV values. This study has demonstrated 

that the usage of alternative insulation methods is promising to increasing overall stability. 
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APPENDIX A-Temperature-Dependent Material Properties 
 

Thermal Conductivity 

 

REBCO Hastelloy C276 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
40 11 
60 10.5 
80 9.3 
100 9 
120 9 
140 8.9 
160 8.85 
180 8.8 
200 8.763 
220 8.733 
240 8.7 
260 8.675 
280 8.65 
300 8.625 
320 8.6 
340 8.58 
360 8.565 
380 8.55 
3000 8.55 

 

 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
38.59549 6.26945 
48.62203 6.92107 
57.88502 7.20572 
77.51883 7.7281 
95.12681 8.19467 
105.4233 8.40493 
130.83789 8.89643 
158.081 9.54557 

185.54967 10.21085 
254.11136 12.42942 
308.5859 14.82196 
349.02248 16.77332 
381.55311 19.07355 
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Ideal Al2O3 Copper 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
2 0.42 

2.4 0.52 
4.8 1.1 
6 1.3 

8.6 2.2 
11 3.9 
17 7.8 
26 31 
38 48 
51 81 
87 95 
94 76 
140 63 
200 46 
300 27 

 

 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
40 1550 
60 861 
80 560 
100 440 
120 416 
140 412.5 
160 409.5 
180 407 
200 405 
220 403.5 
240 402.5 
260 402 
280 401.5 
300 401 
320 400.5 
340 400 
360 399 
380 398.5 
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Kapton 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
4 0.010789123 
10 0.023453626 
20 0.047819836 
30 0.067044422 
40 0.083188385 
50 0.097055638 
60 0.108992174 
70 0.119238653 
80 0.128011339 
90 0.135513962 
100 0.141935163 
150 0.163078491 
200 0.174899926 
250 0.183690516 
300 0.191871759 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

!
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Specific Heat 

REBCO Hastelloy C276 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
40 66.7 
60 109.95 
70 134.05 
80 159.8 
90 187.2 
92 199.67 
100 209 
110 229.35 
120 249.6 
130 269.75 
140 288.4 
150 302.78 
300 418.8 
400 480 
3000 480 

 

 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
39.24727 41.2612 
49.473 72.22768 

62.36672 115.76357 
70.05704 141.64096 
78.67367 168.95967 
88.35155 196.53033 
99.23098 224.24085 
111.45026 250.98566 
125.18684 275.47819 
157.87082 318.38607 
204.83638 355.86141 
220.35083 365.38329 
235.85068 372.21607 
248.87919 377.95982 
267.0833 383.36934 
279.96295 386.82583 
287.8163 388.84066 
295.53237 391.08654 
303.38644 392.73179 
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Ideal Al2O3 Copper 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
4 0.005 
10 0.007 
20 0.717 
30 2.542 
40 6.71 
50 14.57 
60 27.22 
70 45 
80 67.74 
90 94.95 
100 126 
150 313.4 
200 501.6 
300 779.1 
400 943.5 
500 1043 
700 1148 
800 1179 
900 1203 
1000 1222 
1500 1296 
1700 1322 

 

 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
40 62.7 
60 129.58 
70 167.2 
80 204.82 
90 229.9 
100 250.8 
110 267.52 
120 284.24 
130 296.78 
140 305.14 
150 313.5 
300 376.2 
400 397.1 
600 397 
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Kapton 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
4 0.791564279 
10 11.68218286 
20 57.92038773 
30 116.2292818 
40 172.8620673 
50 224.3230016 
60 270.398115 
70 311.6986703 
80 348.9420902 
90 382.7640663 
100 413.6871205 
150 537.0232982 
200 626.7732249 
250 696.7496226 
300 754.549887 
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Electrical Conductivity 

Hastelloy C276 Copper 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
41.53 8.12E+05 
52.93 8.11E+05 
77.52 8.09E+05 
105.42 8.07E+05 
158.08 8.03E+05 
213.05 7.99E+05 
240.45 7.96E+05 
254.11 7.95E+05 
308.59 7.92E+05 
381.55 7.87E+05 

450 7.82E+05 
600 7.72E+05 

 

 

Temperature 
(K) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m*K) 
50 1.00E+09 
75 4.00E+08 
77 3.82E+08 
78 3.73E+08 
79 3.65E+08 
80 3.57E+08 
82 3.42E+08 
84 3.29E+08 
86 3.16E+08 
88 3.04E+08 
90 2.94E+08 
92 2.84E+08 
94 2.75E+08 
96 2.66E+08 
98 2.58E+08 
100 2.50E+08 
125 1.93E+08 
150 1.49E+08 
175 1.16E+08 
200 1.00E+08 
225 8.33E+07 
250 7.14E+07 
275 6.45E+07 
300 5.81E+07 
325 5.23E+07 
350 4.85E+07 
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Effective Material Properties 

 

Kapton 

Effective Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K) 
 20 µm 100 µm 

Temperature Longitudinal Transverse Longitudinal Transverse 
40 696.06 0 407.01 0 
60 496.48 0.59105 290.14 0.20468 
80 327.50 0.70691 191.41 0.24550 

100 252.19 0.78333 147.42 0.27265 
120 231.10 0.83882 135.10 0.29246 
140 227.41 0.89441 132.95 0.31227 
160 224.66 0.91536 131.34 0.31977 
180 222.48 0.93629 130.07 0.32727 
200 220.88 0.95722 129.13 0.33477 
220 219.49 0.79047 128.31 0.27542 

 

 

 

Effective Heat Capacity (J/K) 
Temperature 20 µm 100 µm 

40 85.25 97.79 
60 124.46 145.35 
80 159.74 181.49 

100 193.13 215.44 
120 225.01 247.60 
140 251.12 274.39 
160 269.59 293.75 
180 288.07 313.11 
200 302.64 329.13 
220 313.29 341.79 
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Doped-TiO2 

Effective Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K) 
 20 µm 100 µm 

Temperature Longitudinal Transverse Longitudinal Transverse 
40 695.98 0.0000 406.77 0 
60 496.52 1.7348 290.26 0.6148 
80 327.55 2.1194 191.55 0.7582 

100 252.25 2.3957 147.58 0.8639 
120 231.17 2.6669 135.28 0.9692 
140 227.48 2.9362 133.16 1.0743 
160 224.74 3.2012 131.58 1.1790 
180 222.57 3.4617 130.33 1.2833 
200 220.98 3.7182 129.43 1.3873 
220 219.61 3.9702 128.65 1.4909 

 

 

Effective Heat Capacity (J/K) 
Temperature 20 µm 100 µm 

40 82.21 84.76 
60 117.34 114.86 
80 150.90 143.61 

100 182.74 170.89 
120 213.21 197.00 
140 238.02 218.26 
160 255.46 233.21 
180 272.91 248.16 
200 286.45 259.76 
220 296.07 268.00 
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Ideal Al2O3 

Effective Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K) 
 20 µm 100 µm 

Temperature Longitudinal Transverse Longitudinal Transverse 
40 705.37 0.00 434.22 0 
60 511.49 37.514 334.00 48.792 
80 343.89 36.479 239.29 48.727 

100 265.38 34.608 185.95 44.487 
120 243.28 33.531 170.69 42.588 
140 238.59 33.051 165.60 41.190 
160 234.82 32.592 161.04 39.716 
180 231.64 32.111 156.82 38.107 
200 229.03 31.595 152.94 36.323 
220 226.97 31.168 150.16 34.968 

 

 

 

Effective Heat Capacity (J/K) 
Temperature 20 µm 100 µm 

40 78.26 67.88 
60 114.24 101.61 
80 148.53 133.51 

100 181.31 164.83 
120 212.91 195.80 
140 239.02 222.62 
160 258.05 244.33 
180 277.07 266.03 
200 292.19 284.39 
220 303.40 299.41 
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Non-Insulated  

Effective Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K) 
20 µm 

Temperature Longitudinal Transverse 
40 846.49 #DIV/0! 
60 603.87 33.486 
80 398.32 32.259 

100 306.72 31.022 
120 281.06 30.190 
140 276.57 29.968 
160 273.22 29.809 
180 270.57 29.681 
200 268.62 29.591 
220 266.95 29.499 

 

 

 

Effective Heat Capacity (J/K) 
Temperature 20 µm 

40 81.43 
60 118.10 
80 153.12 

100 186.34 
120 218.14 
140 244.03 
160 262.24 
180 280.44 
200 294.57 
220 304.61 
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APPENDIX B-Additional Current Sharing Volumes at t = 0.4 , 1.0 and 2.0 s 
 

Two-Dimensional CSV for 100 µm insulation 
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Orthogonal View CSV for 20 µm insulation 
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Orthogonal View CSV for 100 µm insulation 
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APPENDIX C-Radial Stresses for Conductor Interlayers 
 

Kapton, 20 µm insulation thickness 
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Doped-TiO2, 20 µm insulation thickness 
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Ideal Al2O3, 20 µm insulation thickness 
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Non-Insulated, 20 µm insulation thickness 
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Kapton, 100 µm insulation thickness 
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Doped-TiO2, 100 µm insulation thickness 
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Ideal Al2O3, 100 µm insulation thickness 
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APPENDIX D-Matlab code for Current Sharing Volumes 
 

Below is the code created to visualize the CSV.  

% Import data matrix from text file for Domains 1-6 
%For the area labeled 'filename', insert the associated data file name 
%review importdata function for more information 
  
b = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
b = b.data; 
  
c = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
c = c.data; 
  
d = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
d = d.data; 
  
e = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
e = e.data; 
  
f = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
f = f.data; 
  
g = importdata('filename', delimiter, nheaderlines ); 
g = g.data; 
  
% Slice data matrix into 4 columns for Domains 1-6 
%The export from COMSOL require the columns to be labled for the coordinate 
%and associated temperature 
  
xb = b(:,1); 
yb = b(:,2); 
zb = b(:,3); 
Tb = b(:,4); 
  
xc = c(:,1); 
yc = c(:,2); 
zc = c(:,3); 
Tc = c(:,4); 
  
xd = d(:,1); 
yd = d(:,2); 
zd = d(:,3); 
Td = d(:,4); 
  
xe = e(:,1); 
ye = e(:,2); 
ze = e(:,3); 
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Te = e(:,4); 
  
xf = f(:,1); 
yf = f(:,2); 
zf = f(:,3); 
Tf = f(:,4); 
  
xg = g(:,1); 
yg = g(:,2); 
zg = g(:,3); 
Tg = g(:,4); 
  
% Only collect points that have T>=62.6 (current sharing temperature) 
  
logical_mask = (Tb>=62.6); 
xb2 = xb(logical_mask); 
yb2 = yb(logical_mask); 
zb2 = zb(logical_mask); 
Tb2 = Tb(logical_mask); 
  
logical_mask = (Tc>=62.6); 
xc2 = xc(logical_mask); 
yc2 = yc(logical_mask); 
zc2 = zc(logical_mask); 
Tc2 = Tc(logical_mask); 
  
logical_mask = (Td>=62.6); 
xd2 = xd(logical_mask); 
yd2 = yd(logical_mask); 
zd2 = zd(logical_mask); 
Td2 = Td(logical_mask); 
  
logical_mask = (Te>=62.6); 
xe2 = xe(logical_mask); 
ye2 = ye(logical_mask); 
ze2 = ze(logical_mask); 
Te2 = Te(logical_mask); 
  
logical_mask = (Tf>=62.6); 
xf2 = xf(logical_mask); 
yf2 = yf(logical_mask); 
zf2 = zf(logical_mask); 
Tf2 = Tf(logical_mask); 
  
logical_mask = (Tg>=62.6); 
xg2 = xg(logical_mask); 
yg2 = yg(logical_mask); 
zg2 = zg(logical_mask); 
Tg2 = Tg(logical_mask); 
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b2=[xb2 yb2 zb2 Tb2]; 
  
  
figure; 
  
  
% Plot with colormap for Temperature related coloring 
%alpahvol must be downloaded seperateley and included in the directory 
  
R1 = .45e-3; 
[V1,S1] = alphavol([xb2, yb2, zb2],R1); 
trisurf(S1.bnd,xb2,yb2,zb2,Tb2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
lighting phong 
  
hold on 
R2 = .45e-3; 
[V2,S2] = alphavol([xc2, yc2, zc2],R2); 
trisurf(S2.bnd,xc2, yc2, zc2, Tc2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
lighting phong 
  
R3 = .45e-3; 
[V3,S3] = alphavol([ xd2, yd2, zd2],R3); 
trisurf(S3.bnd, xd2, yd2, zd2, Td2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
lighting phong 
  
R4 = .45e-3; 
[V4,S4] = alphavol([xe2, ye2, ze2],R4); 
trisurf(S4.bnd,xe2, ye2, ze2, Te2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
lighting phong 
  
R5 = .45e-3; 
[V5,S5] = alphavol([xf2, yf2, zf2],R5); 
trisurf(S5.bnd,xf2, yf2, zf2, Tf2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
lighting phong 
  
R6 = .45e-3; 
[V6,S6] = alphavol([xg2, yg2, zg2],R6); 
trisurf(S6.bnd,xg2, yg2, zg2, Tg2); 
shading interp 
% camlight  
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lighting phong 
  
 
 
 
 
%The following commands are for graph formatting 
  
title('Kapton 20-2s') 
xlim([0 5e-2]); 
ylim([-7.2e-4 1.82e-3]); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:5e-3:5e-2); 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'0','5.0','10','15','20','25','30','35','40','45','50'}); 
set(gca,'YTick',[-7.2e-4, -5e-4, 0, 5e-4, 1e-3, 1.5e-3, 1.82e-3]); 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',{'Bottom','-0.5','0','0.5','1.0','1.5','Top'}); 
set(gca,'ZTick',[0, 5e-4, 1e-3, 1.5e-3 ]); 
set(gca,'ZTickLabel',{'0','0.5','1.0','1.5'}); 
set(gca,'FontWeight','bold'); 
set(gca,'FontSize',20); 
  
%uncomment the function below to set color range for output 
% set(gca,'CLim',[62 150]); 
colorbar('peer',gca,[0.948920026220913 0.11 0.0262209111766634 0.815],... 
    'FontWeight','bold',... 
    'FontSize',20); 
set(gca,'CameraPosition',[0.17 -0.008 0.009]); 
  
%Create xlabel 
xlabel('X-coordinate (mm)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',20); 
  
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Y-Coordinate (mm)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',20); 
  
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Z-coordinate (mm)','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',20); 
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APPENDIX E-Concept Model 3- Thermal Stress (Dynamic Quench) 
 

The thermal stress in CM3 was due to the quench behavior observed in CM2. Tensile 

stress is the primary stress investigated in this model but compressive stress is also observed. 

The main areas of focus investigates the effects of thermal stress on the interlayer for the 

central conductor, the REBCO layers for the third, fourth, and fifth conductors and the 

buffer/REBCO interface. Conductors are more robust in their ability to endure hoop stress. 

However, the hoop stress limit given for conductors typically refers to the entire conductor 

while neglecting the interlayer limits. Therefore it is imperative to investigate the hoop 

stresses incurred by each layer to determine a maximum hoop stress to compare with known 

limits. Though the radial stress is a driving factor in creating delamination, the most common 

area for delamination can occur through adhesion in the REBCO layer or separation at the 

buffer/REBCO interface due to tensile stress. Therefore, it is important to look at radial and 

hoop stress at these locations, specifically. For continuity, the radial stress for the interlayers 

of the conductor can be found in Appendix C. 

 

AE.1 Interlayer REBCO layers for the Insulation Models 

For the 20 µm insulation thickness the central REBCO layer (layer three) is in tension 

and has the highest radial stresses for each model except NI as seen in Fig. 4.14. The fourth 

layer has the highest radial stress for NI. The third and fourth REBCO layers are close for  
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Kapton and all the layers have nearly equal radial stresses for NI. The third layer radial stress 

is 5% higher at x = 0 m than the fourth layer and 63% higher than the fifth layer for the 

Kapton insulated model. For NI, the fourth layer radial stress is 2% higher at x = 0 m than the 

fifth layer and 5% higher than the third layer. Ideal Al2O3 and doped-TiO2 have more evenly 

distributed radial stress differences than NI and Kapton at x = 0 m. Doped-TiO2 has the 

lowest and Kapton has the highest maximum radial stress as displayed in table XI.  

 The most notable difference for the 100 µm thickness is the compression of all the 

REBCO layers for the doped-TiO2 insulated model. Fig. 4.15 shows that the fourth layer has 

the highest radial stress for the Kapton insulated model and is 67% higher than maximum 

radial stress for the third layer. The third layer for the ideal Al2O3 insulated model is the 

highest but it is 6% higher than the fourth layer. Ideal Al2O3 also has the highest maximum 

radial stress.     
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  (a) 

Figure 1- Radial Stress vs. Conductor Length for REBCO Layers (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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(b) 

Figure 2- Radial Stress vs. Conductor Length for REBCO Layers (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm
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Table  I Maximum Radial Stress on REBCO Layers at t = 2 s 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 844 (conductor 3) 333 (conductor 3)  

Doped-TiO2    14.7 (conductor 3) (compression) 

Ideal Al2O3 404 (conductor 3) 984  (conductor 3) 

No-Insulation 46.6 (conductor 4)   

 

AE.2 The REBCO/Buffer Interface for each Insulation Model  

Kapton had the highest radial stress for the central conductor at the buffer/REBCO 

interface for the 20 µm insulation thickness. The radial stress was 98%, 85% and 42% higher 

than doped-TiO2, NI and ideal Al2O3. For the outer conductor, Kapton remained the highest 

but the maximum reduced by 50%. The maximum radial stress for doped-TiO2 increased by 

one order of magnitude. The NI coil saw little change and the stress for ideal Al2O3 reduced 

by roughly 32%. For the 100 µm insulation thickness, ideal Al2O3 has the highest radial 

stress for the central and outer conductor. The central conductor maximum radial stress for 

ideal Al2O3 is 93% and 71% higher than Kapton and doped-TiO2, respectively. In the outer 

conductor, ideal Al2O3 is 88% higher than Kapton and doped-TiO2.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3- Radial Stress vs. Conductor Length for REBCO/Buffer Interface at Central 
Conductor (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4- Radial Stress vs. Conductor Length for REBCO/Buffer Interface at Outer 
Conductor (a) 20 µm (b) 100 µm
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Table II Maximum Radial Stress for the REBCO/Buffer Interface 

 Central Conductor Outer Conductor 

Insulation Type 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 20 µm (MPa) 100 µm (MPa) 

Kapton 844 309 419 93.9 

Doped-TiO2    14.5 68.5 105 81.6 

Ideal Al2O3 486 105 x 101 329 763 

No-Insulation 127  125  
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 AE.3 Discussion 

The high temperatures within conductor 3 are responsible for the high radial tension 

in the 20 µm and 100 µm thick insulated coils. The high temperatures cause expansion and 

due to various CTE and elastic moduli, tension is present on the REBCO layer. For the NI 

coil, current sharing diverts current before it reaches the hotspot and heats the fourth and fifth 

layers. This heating causes the fourth layer to have a higher tension and subsequently induce 

nearly the same tension in the third and fifth layers. Doped-TiO2 has the lowest tension due 

to the material properties mentioned previously.  These material properties are also the same 

reason the REBCO layers for the doped-TiO2 coil are in compression for the 100 µm 

thickness. The increase in thickness increased the thermal mass that expanded and 

compressed the REBCO layers.  

The high temperatures present for the 20 µm thick in Kapton insulated coils also 

affect the buffer/REBCO interface. The maximum radial stress for the Kapton insulated coil 

is much higher than the other coils in the central conductor (conductor 3) which is due the 

higher temperatures. However, on the outer coil the radial stress remained the highest for 

Kapton despite the reduction. This is due to the thermal mismatch related to the CTE. The 

higher CTE caused fast expansion in Kapton but the thermal conductivity causes thermal 

gradients which provide tension at the outer conductor (conductor 5).  It was shown before 

that as the thickness of ideal Al2O3 increases it becomes a heat sink. This was also cause the 

thermal mismatch and increased tension at the interface.  

 


